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Abstract
The challenging problems arising from fast parallel N -body simulations became a driver
for high performance computing. The Barnes-Hut tree code is an example in the class of
fast summation algorithms, with a complexity of O(N log(N )), instead of O(N 2). The
multi disciplinary code Pepc – the ’Pretty Efficient Parallel Coulomb solver’ – is based
on the Hashed-Oct-Tree scheme and is developed at Ju¨lich Supercomputing Centre.
The pure bookkeeping overhead of the data-distributed tree construction decreases the
performance and rapidly increases for large scales, as shown for JUGENE, an IBM Blue
Gene/P architecture. For this reason, novel approaches will be established and applied,
minimising integral bottlenecks. An axiomatic and provable optimisation of the parallel
organisation structure, induced by a distributed memory machine, is introduced in detail.
Reducing memory footprint and communication alike, the new concept intrinsically guides
to a tight a-priori estimation of parallel data overhead. Moreover, the influence of the
locality-preserving Hilbert-curve on the irregular communication structure, is studied.
Accordingly, the new method provides an immense upgrade for the particle number,
making Pepc a more versatile tool for simulations in a multi disciplinary context.
Zusammenfassung
Die algorithmische Betrachtung und parallele Simulation des N -Ko¨rper Problems ist ei-
ne treibende Kraft und herausfordernde Aufgabe fu¨r das High Performance Computing.
Ein schneller Summationsalgorithmus zur Reduktion der Komplexita¨t ist der Barnes-Hut
Tree Code mit O(N log(N )), anstatt der u¨blichen O(N 2) Wechselwirkungen. Im Ju¨lich
Supercomputing Centre wird auf der Grundlage des
”
Hashed-Oct-Tree“ Schemas der mul-
tidisziplina¨re Code Pepc – der
”
Pretty Efficient Parallel Coulomb Solver“ – entwickelt.
Fu¨r eine sehr große Prozessoranzahl, wie zum Beispiel der des Superrechners JUGENE,
einer IBM Blue Gene/P Architektur, wa¨chst der parallele Mehraufwand zur Baumkon-
struktion enorm und wirkt sich nachteilig auf das Skalierungsverhalten aus. In der vor-
liegenden Arbeit werden aus diesem Grund neue Verfahren zur Optimierung wesentlicher
Engpa¨sse hergeleitet und umgesetzt. Eine grundsa¨tzliche und beweisbare Minimierung der
Organisationsstruktur, die der Parallelita¨t des Algorithmus geschuldet ist, wird vorgestellt.
Als entscheidender Vorteil des neuen Ansatzes erweist sich eine pra¨zise a-priori Abscha¨t-
zung der parallelen Datenstruktur und damit verbunden, eine Reduktion des Speicher-
bedarfs, sowie des Kommunikationsaufwandes. Weiterhin wurde zur Verbesserung der
Datenlokalita¨t die Hilbert-Kurve implementiert und ihre Auswirkung auf die irregula¨re
Kommunikationsstruktur untersucht.
Durch die Optimierung des Speicherverbrauchs erlauben die Ergebnisse der neuen Me-
thode eine immense Steigerung der Teilchenanzahl sowie den Einsatz des massiv parallelen
Barnes-Hut Tree Code Pepc als noch flexibleres Tool hinsichtlich der Simulation in einem
multidisziplina¨ren Kontext.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“...while grouping together increasingly large groups of particles at increasingly
large distances. This corresponds to the way humans interact with neighbor-
ing individuals, further villages and increasingly further and larger states and
countries – driven by increasing cost and decreasing need to deal with more
removed groups on an individual basis.”
Josh Barnes and Piet Hut, 1986
“A resident of Lower-Wobbleton, Kent, England, is unlikely to untertake a trip
to Oberfriedrichsheim, Bavaria, Germany, for a beer and to catch up on the
local gossip.”
Paul Gibbon and Susanne Pfalzner, 1995
Since the advent of the Z3 [1], the first modern computer whose structure was indepen-
dent of the treated problem, invented by Konrad Zuse [2] in 1941, there was an enourmous
developement in the past seven decades. Exemplary for that is the increase of transistors
on a chip described by Moore’s law [3]. The era of petascale computing and supercomput-
ers, where many chips are combined via highspeed network, has long since been entered.
Next to the performance of the hardware, fast and efficient software is required to use the
resources optimally. But even with many billions of operations per second the algorith-
mic complexity limits the evalution of some scientific problems in forseeable time. The
simulation time can be much longer than the lifetime of our sun, longer then the lifetime
of the scientist, naturally.
A classical system that consists of N particles interacting through long-range forces,
called N -body problem, is a famous example in this class of problems and has interested
physicists for centuries, because it is appearing in a wide range of applications and in
many disciplines [4]. Each particle moves according to Newton’s equations of motion,
which can be calculated by various numerical integrators provided that the stimulating
1
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force is known. In case of the N -body problem the force involves a fragment that is hard to
compute. Since a long-range force (generally a 1/rn potential) has an infinite scope, every
particle-particle interaction has to be taken into account. This results in the algorithmic
order O(N 2). For large particle numbers this naive direct algorithm is not feasible despite
supercomputers.
In the 80s of the 20th century the Barnes-Hut tree algorithm [5], further referred as
the BH tree code, was published reducing the order to O(N log(N )). The introductory
quotes should describe the basic idea of this method expressed by the projection to human
behaviour. Particles that are far away fullfilling a separation criterion [6, 7] are grouped to
a pseudo-particle, which can be easily built using a tree structure. The larger the distance,
the more often the condition of the criterion is fulfilled and forces are approximated. For
the sober Lord the drunken Bavarians are far enough away, so they are lumped together
and their blabber does not extend to England, whereas the tea time talk with like-minded
noblemen reaches his ear. By this approximation, a controllable error is introduced, and
only one interaction with the pseudo-particle is neccessary and the interaction with the
individual particles is omitted. The effect of the pseudo-particle on a single particle is
approximated by a tailor expansion up to a given order of the potential function. When
the separation criterion fails, the particle-particle interaction is calculated just like the
direct summation. Because the numeric time integrator introduces an error anyway, the
error of the estimation can be hidden.
At the Ju¨lich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) [8], an institute of the Forschungszentrum
Ju¨lich GmbH [9], the parallel tree code Pepc (Pretty Efficient Parallel Coulomb solver)
[10, 11] was developed over the past few years. This highly portable code, based on the
original Warren-Salmon-HOT scheme (Hashed Oct-Tree) [12, 13], challenges the porting
of the sequential tree code to distributed memory machines. The basic kernel, which
computes the long-range potential, is coated by a second order leap frog integrator and
various front-ends. This are standing for multi disciplinary many body problems like
complex plasma systems [14], gravitional [15] or coulombic problems and vortex fluids
methods [16, 17, 18]. In addition other potentials differing from the standard 1/r potential
are implemented. This makes Pepc a high scalable tool for various physical applications.
Tuning the physics independent kernel that computes the pair potential, means tuning
all front-end applications. Therefore in this thesis it is paid less attention to the various
N -body systems, but on the optimisation of the tree code kernel.
In Chapter 2 the elementary, physical context and the basics of parallel programming
are introduced. Furthermore, important parallel architectures, which were used to bench-
mark the implementation and are hosted at JSC, are described.
In Chapter 3, the program Pepc is described in detail. Linked to this is the precise
description of the HOT-scheme. Special emphasis is placed on the possible bottlenecks,
that arise by the complex porting to a distributed memory machine.
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After the presentation of the program and its bottlenecks, novel approaches are imple-
mented, discussed and statistically examined in the following chapters.
One the one hand in Chapter 4 space-filling curves that are adequate for the HOT-
scheme are generally presented. Furthermore the Hilbert-curve [19, 20] is integrated in
Pepc and compared with the previously installed Morton-curve [21, 20]. Thanks to its
excellent locality preserving character [22] the Hilbert-curve promises an increase of per-
formance of the tree code at various stages through the decrease of communication. The
generation of Hilbert-derived keys is slower than the Morton-order. Here fast algorithms
with the same complexity like the Morton-order mapping are considered and generalized
on all possible patterns of the Hilbert-curve as well as novel space-filling curves.
On the other hand, Chapter 5 deals with the minimisation of the major bottleneck of
the HOT-sheme, the combination of P local trees to a global data-distributed structure,
that is required for the essential force summation. The keyword for this bottleneck is the
branch node. This administrative unit, and the shortcoming of the current algorithm for
the determination, is examined in detail. For a novel introduced concept, the multitude of
advantages is explained. A tight a-priori upper bound for the local and global number of
branches is constructed, and used to derive a novel and fast branching algorithm. Finally,
the new concept is compared with the original version for extreme scales.
3
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Chapter 2
The Basics
The N -body problem is the physical basis of this work. Introducing into the matter of
simultaneous motion of N particles interacting through long-range forces, this chapter
also embraces a classification of the BH tree code in the plurality of N -body solver. Since
a parallel version of this algorithm is the main focus of this thesis, a short overview of
parallel programming and the supercomputing resources at JSC is made.
2.1 The N-body Problem: Introduction and Solver
Fundamentally for classical, mechanical motion of any object is the second Newtonian
axiom [23]. This means that the force is coming from the temporal change of the impulse
~p:
~F =
∂~p
∂t
.
Dealing with N particles with mass mi ∈ R> and the position ~ri = (xi , yi , zi)
T ∈ R3.
The impulse for every particle is defined as ~pi = mi~vi where ~vi is the velocity that is the
change of the position by the time. In other words ~vi = ∂~ri/∂t . Overall this means for
Equation 2.1 and the ith particle:
~Fi = mi
∂~vi
∂t
= mi
∂2~ri
∂t2
. (2.1)
Various forces can have an effect on every particle. The superposition principle says
that all particular forces ~F1, . . . , ~Fn accumulate to ~F . Additionally it will be assumed that
every particular force can be expressed by a potential function ~Fj = −∇Vj . A potential
function exists, if the work integral is independent of the path. In the end ~F = −∇V . A
combination of Equation 2.1 and the prior result delivers a second order ODE (Ordinary
Differential Equation) for the ith particle. So for N particles a system of N ODEs results.
5
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Provided that the force involves a long-range part with an infinite scope, this system is
called the N -body problem:
mi
∂2~ri
∂t2
= −∇iV , i = 1, . . . ,N . (2.2)
We concentrate on potentials V , that can be splitted in two independent parts:
V = Vpair + Vex .
The external part Vex results from external forces. The part Vpair comes from the force
the particles exert on each other. The pair potential Vpair can again be divided into:
Vpair = Vshort + Vlong .
It is distinguished between a short-range potential Vshort and the earlier mentioned
long-range potential Vlong . The short-range potential is quickly decaying and at a certain
distance between the interacting particles, the force is identically zero. Contrary to that
is the long-range potential, that makes a contribution to the force for every distance. To
calculate the trajectories of many particles numerical methods are used, because for more
than two particles a general, analytical solution does not exist. For the equation of motion
a typical one step integration scheme, like the first order Euler or the second order Leap-
Frog (Stoermer-Verlet scheme) can be used [24]. For the second scheme it is not neccessary
to transform the differential equation to a first order system. Higher order Runge-Kutta
schemes need many evaluations of the the right hand side which can be very expensive
in this case and are therefore neglected. In the future the use of multi step schemes like
the BDF (Backward Differentiation Formulas) can be tested. However, it is in dispute
whether a higher accuracy is needed for tree codes and momentums are conservated. But
for all integration schemes it is necessary to know the potential V .
Getting Vex represents no challenge, because it is independent of the number and posi-
tion of the particles and can be calculated seperately for each particle. So a computational
effort of O(N ) results. As well as the external field the short-range potential Vshort can
be calculated with O(N ), because the potential decays rapidly and for each particle only
a small set of nearest neighbours has to be taken into account. To evaluate Vlong each
of the N particles must interact with every other particle (N − 1). Due to Newton’s
third law (actio=reactio) [23] the number of operations is indeed halved to N (N − 1)/2
but still of the order O(N 2). In Figure 2.1(a), the partial (light green) and the overall
force (dark green) is shown. Even in the petaflop era the long-range potential cannot be
calculated directly for large particle ensembles. Therefore, faster N -body solver, like the
BH tree code, are needed. In the class of solvers it is distinguished between grid-free and
grid-based methods.
A regular grid of sizeM×M can be layed over the region which includes all N particles.
Then the particle properties are used to create a source density, which is interpolated at
the grid points. Colloquially, the properties of the particles are mapped onto the grid
6
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points. This step requires an operation count like O(N ). Afterwards the underlying
physical equation is solved only for the grid points. Then the force is back-transformed
from the grid points on the particles. The algorithmic complexity of the so called PIC-
method (Particle In Cell) [25] depends on the underlying equation. E.g. handling a static
evaluation of the pair potential, then an elliptical partial differential equation (i.e. a
Poisson equation, if source term exists) must be solved. The grid provides a discretisation
of this equation like the finite-difference method. It can be solved with the help of a fast
Poisson-solver [26], that uses FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [27], with the algorithmic
order of O(M log(M )). Hence an overall algorithmic complexity of O(N +M log(M )) is
achieved for this example. Since in practice the number of particles N is much bigger
than M (M ≪ N ) a scaling like O(N ) can be observed.
(a) Direct summation (b) BH tree code (c) FMM
Figure 2.1: Comparison of different grid-free N -body solvers regarding to the calculation of
the long-range potential on the basis of minimal example with N = 5.
The PIC-method has problems with complex geometries and strongly non uniform
particle distributions. It can be reformed by advanced techniques like adaptive grids.
For open boundary problems, this method imposes partly artificial boundaries. For other
simulations, that adhere to problems with boundary conditions, like TOKAMAK [28]
simulations, the boundary imposing character of the PIC-method is very useful. There are
other derivates of the PIC-code, like the P3M-method (Particle-Particle–Particle-Mesh)
[29], but a further examination would go too far in this thesis.
In contrast to the PIC-method the direct summation is a grid-free method. The problem
of an infeasible run time – for large particle ensembles – and the disadvantages of grid-
based methods – not only for open boundary problems – are overcome by two multipole
based techniques namely the BH tree code (Barnes-Hut tree code) [5] and the FMM
(Fast Multipole Method) [30], which were introduced in the mid-1980s. Their algorithmic
scaling is of the order O(N log(N )), respectively O(N ).
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Both algorithms have in common that distant particles, with a small contribution to the
force of an individual particle, are clustered to a pseudo-particle. To obtain the properties
of the pseudo-particle, e.g. the center of charge, the averaged particle properties are used.
The BH tree code does not need a grid in the usual sense, but a clever division of
the arbitrary space that admits a relationship between particles and its neighbours to be
obtained. In practice mainly 3D or 2D problems are considered. Firstly, it is started
with a cube (3D) or a plane in a squared format (2D) that contains all particles. Then
this region is subdivided into 8 (3D) or 4 (2D) sub cubes simply by halving every space
direction. If one sub cube does not include any particle, then it is discarded. If it includes
exactly one particle, then the subdivision is dropped out. If more particles are included,
then the process is continued until only sub cubes with exactly one particle are remaining.
All occupied boxes can be cleverly saved in a tree structure (became nodes). The tree
include nodes with either one (leaf) or more particles (twig). Every particle traverses the
tree and for every node it will be decided whether the pseudo-particle, that is built out of
all particles this box includes, can be used or if the box must be more refined. Therefore
a separation criterion will be needed.
s
d
(a)
s
d
(b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Space division and separation criterion in the Barnes-Hut tree code applied to a
2D particle arrangement. The pseudo-particle is dyed red and blue arrows mark particles which
contribute their properties. Only the interaction of the green particle with the box is considered.
The box which includes the pseudo-particle is highlighted. Three steps of the tree walk are
displayed. (a) 3 particles are grouped. This pseudo-particle will be accepted for θ > 0.54. (b)
If the MAC fails the box will be further refined. The two particles in the upper left box are
grouped to a pseudo-particle. With the lower right particle it will be interacted directly. This
pseudo-particle will be accepted as interaction partner for θ > 0.23. (c) If the MAC fails again,
then only leaves remain. A direct interaction with all leaves results.
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A geometrical MAC (Multipole Acceptance Criterion) is the Barnes-Hut MAC in Equa-
tion 2.3. This computes the quotient between box length of the pseudo-particle s and the
distance d between the particle and the center of charge of the pseudo-particle. If and
only if this quotient is lower or equal to a control parameter θ ∈ R≥ the pseudo-particle
with the multipole expansion can be used:
s
d
≤ θ. (2.3)
For θ ≈ 0 the quotient has to be very small to accept the pseudo-particle. Consequently,
it is used in case of a very small box and a very large distance. Thus small values of θ
tend to use the particle-particle interaction, because almost every pseudo-particle does
not fulfill the separation criterion. In contrast, θ → ∞ accepts every pseudo-particle.
The user must find a compromise between saved interactions and the accuracy of the
approximation. In practice 0.1 ≤ θ ≤ 1.0 seems to be a good decision. In Figure 2.2
the intrinsic space division in the BH tree code is shown. Furthermore a single green
particle is taken to demonstrate the application of the BH MAC for one interaction with
the highlighted box. There are plenty of other MACs with specific advantages for different
applications [6, 7].
In Figure 2.1(b) the calculation of the forces in the BH tree code is shown. In this
example, both left and the three right particles were summarized to a brown respectively
a red pseudo-particle. In relation to the direct method some particle-particle interaction
were saved. On the left hand side two interactions were saved each, because the individual
interaction is cut out by the red pseudo-particle. On the right hand side one interaction
is saved each, because instead of both left particles, only the brown pseudo-particle is
taken into account. The other interactions correspond to the direct summation. Since the
particles are so close, the approximation through a pseudo-particle cannot be applied [4].
A variant of the tree code is the Warren-Salmon-HOT scheme (Hashed Oct-Tree) [12].
This scheme is used in Pepc and is described in detail in Chapter 3.
The FMM is a refinement of the BH tree code. This method makes use of the fact,
that a multipole expansion of infinite order contains the information about the entire
particle ensemble. It has an algorithmic order of O(N ) and was awarded as being one
of the top 10 algorithms of the 20th century [31]. Whereas the BH tree code produces
particle-particle and particle–pseudo-particle interactions, the FMM interacts directly for
near particles and between pseudo-particle–pseudo-particle for far distances. Again, the
algorithmic order is reduced from O(N log(N )) to O(N ). In Figure 2.1(c) the elemental
force summation of this approach is shown. The particle–pseudo-particle interaction in
comparison to the BH tree code in Figure 2.1(b) is missing [30]. In Table 2.1 all presented
N -body solvers are listed in chronologic order.
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Solver Complexity Year
Direct Summation O(N 2) 1820
Particle-In-Cell (PIC) O(N ) 1955 [32]
Barnes-Hut-tree code (BH tree code) O(N logN ) 1986 [5]
Fast Multipole Method (FMM) O(N ) 1987 [30]
Table 2.1: A brief summary of important N -body techniques in chronologic order. Adapted
from [33].
2.2 Parallel Programming: Preface and Characteris-
tics
First a motivation for massively parallel architectures is given. Newer processor gen-
erations tend to include multiple cores. This run at an acceptable clock rate, being a
compromise of clock speed, heat generation and power consumption, and share a common
memory. On every core an individual thread can be programmed, resulting in T parallel
units. Thence, T threads can perform a parallel work flow, and at a maximum with a T
times faster performance. Today in the desktop and laptop segment usually quad core or
oct core processors are commercially available. The most famous programming interfaces
for so called shared memory architectures are libraries like OMP (Open Multi-Processing)
[34] or PThreads (POSIX Threads) [35]. In contrast to OMP, where mainly loops are
parallelized, PThreads allows each thread to perform different exercises, regardless of a
loop. In Figure 2.3(a) a shared memory system is shown.
A different idea is to combine P single core or multi core processors via highspeed
network into a massively parallel supercomputer. In addition other assemblies, e.g. a
union of many vector units [36] or a cluster of GPUs (Graphic Processing Units) [37]
exist. Another possibility, currently under research and developement, is to use GPUs as
accelerators for standard processors to speedup especially costly program parts, which can
be easily distributed onto millions of threads. In this thesis only MPP (Massively Parallel
Processing) systems with an arrangement of homogeneous processors are considered. The
distributed memory accumulates to P ·M . Such a system is called a distributed memory
machine, as illustrated in Figure 2.3(b). Each of the P participants is called task. Simply
considered the P -fold problem size can be calculated, but additional memory is needed
by virtue of the parallel execution. In this case, tasks cannot directly access the memory
of another task. Therefore, non-local data must be communicated over the highspeed
network. Mainly use of MPI (Message Passing Interface) [38] is made, whereas other
more specialized libraries exist [39]. MPI defines a standard, that is implemented by
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M
network
T0 T1 TT−2 TT−1
(a) shared memory
network
P0 P1 PP−2 PP−1
M0 M1 MP−2 MP−1
(b) distributed memory
Figure 2.3: Comparison between shared and distributed memory machines. Threads are
marked with T . The memory bus of every Thread is reduced to a black line. Tasks are marked
with P . Memory is abbreviated with M . The green boxes are caches.
various manufactorers and partly optimized for a target machine. MPI-functions are
classified into point-to-point or collective and blocking or non-blocking operations. In
the case of point-to-point operations just two partners are communicating, whereupon all
parallel tasks of a specific communicator are involved in collectives. If an operation is
blocking, then the program flow stops at this point until the communication is finished.
In the case of a non-blocking operation, the communication will be handed to the network
card, if available, and the program flow continues.
If the architecture is an association of many multi core processors, then it is possible
to use both programming paradigms simultaneously. E.g. one task runs per proces-
sor plus multiple threads that speedup the local calculation. MPI-OMP as well as
joined MPI-PThreads versions are possible. Incidentally, shared and distributed memory
programming regards to MIMD (Multiple Data Multiple Instruction Stream) [40] archi-
tectures.
For the performance analysis of parallel implementations various metrics exist, which
are described in the following. Furthermore, two widely known laws will be presented. Let
P be the number of parallel tasks, threads or the overall number of parallel units, further
named as tasks. Crucial for the parallel performance is the decomposition of the problem
onto the tasks as well as the overhead caused by parallelism including the communication
and dead time of a task waiting for another one, called idling.
Each global operation indicates a synchronisation of the tasks. The overall delay of
this barrier is dominated by the slowest tasks, usually the tasks with the largest portion of
work. Therefore, all other tasks are waiting for slowest task and possible computing time is
wasted. To guarantee an efficent parallel execution it is neccessary to share approximately
similar portions of work. This is called load-balancing, which extremely increases the
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performance. In Figure 2.4 an imbalanced and balanced parallel program with two global
operations is shown. Whereas in Figure 2.4(a) time is wasted, marked with red infill, in
Figure 2.4(b) the work is homogeneously distributed. As a consequence, the reduction of
idling times leads to a shorter overall run time.
start end
P0
P1
P2
P3
run-time
(a) imbalanced
start end
P0
P1
P2
P3
(b) balanced
Figure 2.4: Demonstration of load-balancing for 4 tasks. Green infills are working tasks,
whereas a red fill describes latencies. Blue colored intervals denote global operations or barriers.
The timings refer to the run time, that is the real elapsed time. Additionally there is
the system time, that describes the time the processor needs for computation. If this time
would be used for benchmarking, then communication, as a characteristic of the network,
and idling as a measure for load-balancing, would not taken into account, which makes
no sense.
A first metric to rate parallel performance is the speedup S (P) ≡ SP . That depicts
the acceleration of the program obtained by parallel execution. In this value the serial
and parallel runtime T (1) ≡ TS respectively T (P) ≡ TP are composed. Also other
normalising factors can be used for T (1) instead of the fastest serial algorithm, hence:
SP : R
2
> ∋ (TP ,TS )→ SP(TP ,TS ) :=
TS
TP
∈ R>. (2.4)
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Consequently the speedup, as a function of the number of tasks P , is displayed in a
plot were P is the abscissa and SP is the ordinate. The parallel overhead TO is defined
as:
TO : N× R
2
> ∋ (P ,TP ,TS )→ TO := PTP − TS ∈ R≥. (2.5)
The highest speedup can be achieved when parallel overhead does not exist. Hence the
first angle bisector arises and supp≥2(SP) = P , which signalises the ideal linear speedup.
In special situations a super linear speedup can be observed, that means SP > P . This
can be explained as follows: with a constant problem size and increasing number of tasks
the amount of data for a single task is decreasing. Finally, at a certain number all data fit
in the cache. Access to this is much faster than accessing the main memory, which is well
known as a bottleneck. Therefore, the time for a communication with the main memory
is vastly reduced, which has a positive effect on the overall runtime and the speedup,
naturally. So this can be even greater than P . For scalability a distinction is made
between strong-scaling, where the problem size remains constant, and weak-scaling, that
describes the speedup curve for a fixed problem size per task. A metric for the exploitation
of parallel resources emerging naturally by the speedup is the efficiency E (P) ≡ EP :
EP : R> ∋ SP → EP(SP) :=
SP
P
∈ ]0, 1]. (2.6)
At the maximum efficiency all resources were utilized, whereas in the minimum case
it is pointless to investigate in paralellism, since one task brings the same effect and the
resources are wasted.
So far the speedup respectively the efficiency were calculated by the sequential and par-
allel timings. In the mid-sixties of the 20th century a far sighted law was established by
Gene Amdahl. This law rates the speedup regarding to the sequential, the not parallelis-
able part α and its counterpart 1−α. After Amdahl had written the correlations between
both parts only in prose [41], it was transfered in a formula since known as Amdahl’s law
using an α-dependent formulations for the parallel and serial run time:
[0, 1] ∋ α→ SP(α) =
α + (1− α)
α + 1−α
P
=
1
α + 1−α
P
∈ [1,P ]. (2.7)
If one takes more and more tasks, the parallelisable part converges towards a time of
0. The non parallelisable part reamins constant. Finally, this part dominates the time
for large scales and can be observed in Figure 2.5(a). Amdahl’s law refers to the strong-
scaling, because an increasing problem size can conceal the non parallelisable part and
makes the law weak. If a percentage of the run time is directly proportional to the number
of tasks P , that will be called P -dependent, it is even worse. Hence, the run time increases
with the number of tasks for this part. E.g. if some data increases with at least O(log(P))
and this data must be exchanged. In this case, a much earlier saturation of the speedup
can be observed, that is shown in Figure 2.5(b). There, the time has a minimum at 64.
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Finally, for approximately 10000 tasks the parallel version is slower than the serial (not
shown in Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Impacts of Amdahls’s law. Speedup for a constant non parallelisable and a P -
dependent part. (a) constant non paralellisable part: α = 0.04 (b) P -dependent part that grows
according to 0.02 · P + α− 0.02.
John L. Gustafson and his colleague Edwin H. Barsis were unsatisfied with Amdahl’s
law, because they have observed magnitudes larger speedups. Amdahl’s law suggests,
that the parallelisable part is independent of P . The handable amount of work in parallel
varies linearly with P , at least for a distributed memory machines with P · M main
memory. Therefore, the problem size can scale linearly with the number of tasks and
the parallelisable part depends on P . Thus the run time is constant, but a much larger
problem is calculated. This results in Gustafson’s Law (also known as Gustafson-Barsis’
law) [42], that motivates massively parallel application:
[0, 1] ∋ α→ SP(α) = P − α(P − 1) = (1− α)P + α ∈ [1,P ]. (2.8)
The Equation 2.8 obeys a linear equation with slope (1 − α) and constant term α. If
the problem allows a flexible adjustment of the size, then a saturation of the speedup
can be circumvented. This course of action is called scaled-scaling. For α = 0 the linear
speedup arises and for α = 1 no speedup can be obtained. In Figure 2.6 various speedups
are demonstrated depending on the chosen non paralelisable part α.
Nevertheless, also criticism for Gustafson’s law exists. This law cannot directly used to
judge the scaling property of a program with a P -dependent variable. It can be proved,
that Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s law are equivalent [43]. A single effect is formulated in
a different way: Amdahl’s law normalizes the serial run time to 1, wheareas Gustafson
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Figure 2.6: Visualisation of Gusatafson’s law. A case study for different non parallelisable
parts is shown. (a) α = 0.04: The run time remains constant, but a multiple of the original
problem size was calculated. The achieved speedup is near the ideal one and is not particularly
easy to see. (b) The speedup according to Gustafson’s law is plotted for various values of α.
In case of α = 0.04 both laws are compared. The curves do not even correspond to a linear
equation (double logarithmic axis).
has a standardised parallel part and a varying sequential part. Anyhow, both laws are
widely known in the HPC comunity and regarding to their date of publication both laws
are milestones.
2.3 High Performance Computing Resources at JSC
To classify the resources of the JSC in a worldwide scale, firstly two crucial lists will
be introduced. The TOP500 [44] is a list of the 500 most powerful computer systems,
that will be compiled twice a year in June and November. The computers are ranked
by their performance on the LINPACK (Linear Algebra Package) benchmark, that is
measured in Flops (Floating Point Operations Per Second) and are listed in descending
order. Additionally, some other parameters are listed. The maximal number of MPI-tasks
is given in the column ”Cores”. With ”RPeak” the theoretical peak-peformance and with
”Rmax” the achieved performance of the LINPACK-benchmark is specified. Furthermore,
the energy demand in kilo Watt is listed in the column ”Power”. The problem size for
achieving the maximal and the half of the maximal performance, ”Nmax” respectively
”N1/2”, are tabulated. The essential parameter in the GREEN500 [45], where the 500
most economical systems are listed, is the rate of MFlops per Watt.
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The JSC hosts various supercomputers and is one of the leading HPC institutions in
Europe. This institute follows a two tracked concept: a highly scalable and a general pur-
pose cluster. The two most important systems, JUROPA and JUGENE, are summarized
in Table 2.2 and shown in Figure 2.7 and 2.8.
Figure 2.7: In the foreground the grey JUROPA-JSC can be seen. In the background the black
HPCFF part is arranged [9].
JUROPA (Juelich Research On Petaflop Architectures) [46] is a joint-venture of
JUROPA-JSC and HPCFF (High Performance Computing For Fusion). The second part
is dedicated to the nuclear fusion community. The whole systems consists of 2208 + 1080
compute nodes. Every node is built of two Intel XeonX5570@2.93GHz quad core proces-
sors with Nehalem’s 45nm micro-architecture and 24 GB of DDR3 main memory. The
nodes are combined by a fat-tree topology. Maximally 17664 + 8640 cores can theoreti-
cally perform 207+101 TFlops at peak. On every node a SLES11 (Suse Linux Enterprise
Server 11) operating system is running. This can lead to OS-jitter [47], since the parallel
program is scheduled with jobs of the operating system. Demonstratively, various runs
of the same program with the same input generate different run times. The system is
currently placed at 23rd position worldwide and slightly far behind at 207th position of
the GREEN500.
Figure 2.8: Front-view of the Ju¨lich Blue Gene/P solution JUGENE. The 72 racks are dis-
tributed among nine units that contain 8 racks each. [9]
JUGENE (Juelich Blugene) [48], a highly-scalable Blue Gene/P Solution , completes
the dual concept at JSC. The system contains 72 racks, containing in turn 32 node-
cards. One node-card shelters again 32 compute-cards with 4 PowerPC450@0.85GHz and
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2 GB DDR2 main-memory. Accordingly the whole system allows a maximal number of
294912 (72 · 32 · 32 · 4) MPI-tasks to perform in parallel. The system JUGENE heads all
other worldwide systems in the matter of the number of cores (November 2010). The main
network is a 3D torus. Additionally, a network for collective operations like broadcast and
reduction operations is installed. A network for global barriers and interrupts with a low
latency completes the system. Europe’s second fastest supercomputer is ranked at 9th
position in the TOP500 with a theoretical peak performance of 1 PFlops and a LINPACK
performance of 0.826 PFlops. The economical assembly of the Blue Gene/P is underlined
by the 29th place in the GREEN500.
Computer/Year Vendor Rank Cores Rmax RPeak Power Rank MFlops/W
JUGENE -
Blue Gene/P Solution / 9 294912 825.50 1002.70 2268 29 363.98
2009
IBM
JUROPA -
Sun Constellation,
NovaScale R422-E2,
Intel Xeon X5570, 23 26304 274.80 308.28 1549 207 177.40
2.93 GHz,
Sun M9/
Mellanox QDR
Infiniband/
Partec Parastation/
2009
Bull SA
Table 2.2: Snippets from the TOP500 [44] and GREEN500 [45] lists. A summary about
fundamental parameters of the two most important systems at JSC is given. The green columns
represent the GREEN500 values.
Mainly JUGENE is used to benchmark the implementations of this work, which exhibits
diverse reasons. Firstly, it is a goal to push parallel tree codes to extreme scales and this
systems provides the maximal number of tasks worldwide. Secondly, this architecture
does only run a vanilla CNK (Compute Node Kernel). An SLES9 operating system for
the compilation is available on the front-end nodes. Hence, OS-jitter is imperceptible and
a highly comparability of the results is guaranteed.
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Chapter 3
PEPC – a State of the Art Parallel
BH Tree Code
Over the past few years at JSC, the parallel tree code PEPC (Pretty Effcient Parallel
Coulomb-solver) was developed by a team of physicists, mathematicians and software
developers. This highly portable code was originally designed for mesh-free modeling
of complex plasma systems [49, 50, 51]. Thanks to its extendable assembly, the strict
separation of front-end applications and the kernel, it has since been greatly extended to
cover gravitational problems [52], smoothed particle hydrodynamics [53], fusion plasmas
[14] and vortex particle methods for fluid dynamics [18]. The multi disciplinary character
is highlighted in Figure 3.1.
Besides other attemps to parallelise the BH tree code, e.g. virtual shared memory
versions [54] or distributed memory schemes with a geometrical domain decomposition [55,
56], the trailblazing HOT-scheme [12, 13] eclipses other schemes in the matter of success.
Pepc is based on this scheme and uses a fixed multipole expansion up to quadrupole
order, delivering a high accuracy.
Mainly this chapter is dedicated to mark the bottlenecks of the parallel HOT-scheme
and the associated program Pepc, regarding memory footprint and communication over-
head. Scaling analysis up to the entire JUGENE system are presented in Section 3.2. For
a better understanding the HOT-scheme will be explained in detail in Section 3.1.
Using the initial particle distribution for the first time step t1, at a later time ti the
particle distribution of the previous time step ti−1 = ti −∆t is taken. The dynamic comes
from the particle pusher in the front-end, where Equation 2.2 is solved with a leap-frog
scheme. Usually the timestep ∆t is very small, results in a minimal modification of the
particle position ~ri . Nevertheless, the data strucure is built afresh each timestep, since
spatial meanderings must be respected.
For benchmarking of novel approaches, two distinct yet typical particle setups were
selected using particle numbers N of 0.125 · 106, 8 · 106 and 2048 · 106. Both setups
describe an overall two-component plasma of ne = ni = N /2 electrons and ions, being
differently distributed in the unit cube. On the one hand, the box is homogeneously filled.
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Start
setup particles:
~ri ,mi , . . .
itime = itime+ 1
solve Equation 2.2 and
push particle to new
position
itime ≤
nt
End
HOT-scheme: compute
pair potential
no
yes
front-end
kernel
Figure 3.1: Multi disciplinary assembly of the parallel tree code Pepc. The blue area displays
the physics dependent front-end. Here the particles are setup regarding to the underlying physical
problem. The value nt denotes the number of timesteps. With a fixed timestep ∆t , the current
time ti is calculated by itime ·∆t . The value itime starts with 0. The light-yellow area shows
the physics independent kernel. For each timestep, the longe range pair potential is calculated
via the HOT-scheme and then the particles are pushed to their new position.
On the other hand, a number of 42 randomly distributed and randomly filled spheres
act as a placeholder for the inhomogeneous case. Every sphere contains averagely N /42
particles. In Figure 3.2, both, the homogeneous and inhomogeneous setups, are shown
for 10000 particles in 3D. Pepc is a tree code primarily designed for 3D problems, but
also handles 2D planes easily. In the following examples, such planes are used to improve
geometric clearness. In this case, the data structure is a Hashed-Quad-tree.
3.1 The Parallel HOT-scheme
The idea of the BH tree code is to replace direct distant particle-particle interactions by
the interaction with a pseudo-particle, that includes many particles and saves a manifold
of operations. In order to keep the bookkeeping low, a tree structure is well-suited to
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(a) homogeneous (b) inhomogeneous
Figure 3.2: Different initial distributions of 10000 particles for 3D.
check the separation criterion. The reinvent of the HOT-scheme regarding to the tree is
the scrapping of the idea of memory pointers in favour of a set of universal binary keys
to represent particle positions. These binary keys are intelligently chosen to determine
tree properties with simple bit operations. The first choice for the generation of such
keys are self-similar space-filling-curves, that is outlined in Chapter 4. The introduced
disadvantage of a inconceivable large number of possible keys (≈ 1019 for 64-bit integer)
and the lack of satisfactory memory space is overcome by a hash table. In this table, the
data structure is stored.
A quick overwiev of the flow of the HOT-scheme is outlined in the following and is
displayed in Figure 3.3. After the decompositon of the particles among the tasks (domain
decomposition), the local data structure is calculated. Since every task posesses only a
subset of the entire particles, only a local tree can be built. In Figure 3.3, this step is named
local tree. This local data structure is insufficient for the essential force calculation,
where a global tree is neccessary. Therefore all local data structures are combined to
a single data-distributed global tree. For the combination, the concept of branch nodes
will be introduced. This set of keys subsumes the minimum number of complete nodes
covering the entire local domain of each task.
After the branch information is broadcast across all tasks in the step exchange, a single
virtual global tree can be built. Here, the branch nodes are an entry point for non-local
information. Since nodes above the branch level may be incomplete, in the next step, they
are built afresh subsequently from branch level to root. Then, a straighforward matter
is the assigment of pseudo-particle properties to each node. Both, steps are combined to
global tree in Figure 3.3.
Once the global structure is in place, every particle performs a traversal to build an
interaction list. Non-local particle information must be requested from other tasks (with
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Start
domain decomposition
local tree
exchange
global tree
k = k + 1
k ≤ N /P
End
traversal for the kth
particle
force summation for
the kth particle
no
yes
build data-stucture
traverse tree for every particle and get Vpair
hybrid walk
Figure 3.3: Flow of the HOT-scheme. The different phases are highlighted. It will be seperated
between the construction of the data structure and the tree traversal for every particle. The
hybrid version of the code is shown, where both traversal and the force summation are
combined and communication to other tasks is performed by a parallel running thread.
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the knowledge of all branch nodes), resulting in a complex communication scheme. After
the interaction list is known, the force can be calculated for every particle. With the
knowledge of the long-range pair potential Vlong , the underlying ODE can be solved and
the particle is pushed to its new position, but this part remains to the front-end. Then,
the next timestep can be simulated in the same way.
3.1.1 Domain Decomposition
For the domain decomposition, only the particle positions ~ri are required. The aim of
this step is to distribute the particles among the tasks with respect to data locality and
load-balancing.
For a given particle distribution, the simulation box shown in Figure 3.4 is determined
as the smallest cube (edge length is denoted by L) containing all particles. Every task
determines the local extrema and a reduce operation across all tasks brings the global
minima and maxima and L can be derived.
(xmin, ymin) (xmin + L, ymin)
(xmin, ymin + L) (xmin + L, ymin + L)
Figure 3.4: Global simulation region for a 2D particle distribution. Additionally, the local
extrema are shown.
Now the space is divided into many cells and the particle position is stored in a unique
binary key, by the mapping rule of a self-similar space-filling curve. The refinement of the
space is shown in Figure 3.5(a).
The binary keys do not replace the coordinates but provide a natural and fast building
of the tree. In Pepc a 64-bit integer is used for the storage of the keys. For any refinement
level 3 bits are neccessary. Hence a total number of nlev = 21 levels can be realized with
that datatype. In general, this number is sufficient to assign each particle a unique key.
The mapping properties of space-filling curves are described in Chapter 4. Currently the
Morton-curve is used to map the 3D values into a linear space. This curve is shown in
Figure 3.5(b). An exact description of the algorithm for the generation of Morton-keys
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Space refinement and Morton-order for a 2D particle setup. (a) Quantized simu-
lation region. (b) A Morton-curve covers all quanta and allocates a unique binary key for every
cell.
is also depicted in Chapter 4. The range of the Morton-curve is the unit cube, so the
coordinates must be normalized. The time for the calculation of a single Morton-key
is independent of the underlying particle distribution. In Pepc a single key calculation
consumes 6.1 · 10−7 seconds on the system JUGENE.
Figure 3.6: The Morton-curve is cut in pieces of varying size. These pieces are distributed
among 4 parallel tasks.
Once the binary keys have been calculated and stored in pekeys, they will be
sorted. The sorted list is distributed among the parallel tasks. As described in Sec-
tion 2.2, page 10, load-balancing is an essential foundation for the performance of parallel
applications. Therefore, the sort is weighted and the local particle chunks differ in size.
The weights for the sort in Pepc result from the number of interactions of the particles of
the previous time step. This makes sense, because the determination of the interactions,
the traversal of the tree, represents the most time consuming part of the application.
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For this reason, the local particle number differs from N /P . For simplification it was used
in prior and for further considerations. Of course, sorting is done in parallel rather than
on a single task.
Early versions of the code used a modification of the algorithm described in [57], which
can be studied in [58]. Due to better performance, today a RADIX-sort [59] from the SL
(Sorting Library) [60, 61, 62] is used instead. In this work this step will be considered as
a black-box and gets no further attendance. Colloquially, the sorting is like cutting the
Morton-curve in individual pieces that vary in size. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
3.1.2 Combination of Local Trees to a Single Data-Distributed
Global Tree
In this section, the steps local tree, exchange and global tree of Figure 3.3 are ex-
plained. Currently, the particles are distributed among the tasks. Now a local tree can
be built, according to the space division of the BH tree code. Here, the self-similarity of
the space-filling curve is of crucial importance. As already mentioned, every tree node is
stored in a hash table, because the number of possible keys exceeds the main memory.
Furthermore, every task has a local hash table. A simple hash function is used, that gen-
erates the address for every key and maps it on the physical memory. The hash function
is a simple bit-wise And [12]
address = And(cellAddr, 8h − 1). (3.1)
The value cellAddr denotes the parent-cell of the key at a specific level. This issue can
be studied in Example 5.2.1. The hash function has the nice property, that for cells at a
level less or equal than h, the hash address equals the key. For the other levels collision
can occur. This means, two keys have the same address but a varying cellAddr. This
count is reduced by the local address space (the local hash table) to a negligible number,
since the number of local particles N /P is much lower than N . Furthermore, the access
to every particle is O(1) instead of O(log(N )).
In addition to the key that is used for determination of the hash address, more values
are stored in a hash entry:
• owner: This value marks the task that holds the specific cell.
• childcode: This value stores the state of the children cells. So it is easy to derive
the child keys from the key. E.g. a value of (00000100)2 signalises that the 2nd
children cell exists (the enumeration starts with the 0th children cell).
• link: In the event of a collision, a link is set to a different hash address. By
following this link, then the hash address of the collisioned key can be determined.
• next: A further important entry is the next value, which provides a pointer to the
next particle simplifying the traversal of the tree.
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• leaves: Additionally, the number of leaves will be stored. This value equals the
number of all allocated sub cells at any lower level. A cell at any level containing
exactly 1 particle is defined as leaf. A cell with 2 or more leaves is a twig.
• node: Another value in a hash entry is node. This local pointer marks twigs and
leafs. Negative values mark a twig, a leaf features a positive value and 0 denotes the
root cell. Through this pointer the pseudo-particle information can be accessed.
Now, the algorithm for the local tree construction is explained. All local particles will
be attached to the root node at level 0. Then the space will be refined as described in
Chapter 2 and in Figure 3.7. The big advantage of the HOT-scheme regarding the tree
is, that the hierarchical structure is recovered automatically, because every particle key
implicitly contains the neccessary information.
Figure 3.7: Space partioning of the parallel BH tree code. The local particles are colored
regarding to their owner.
Algorithmically, the build of the local tree structure can be implemented iteratively. In
Example 3.1.1 the local construction step is explained for task 0 of the previous Figure 3.7.
Level by level, the appropriate key (cellAddr) will be evaluated for the Morton-curve of
the specific level. This is accomplished with simple shift operations, enabled by the self-
similarity of the space-filling curve and will be described in Example 5.2.1, page 70. From
this parent-cell the hash address is calculated and a new entry is inserted into the local
hash table, where several possibilities exist:
• The address is already assigned and the keys match, then a twig is detected. This
twig will be stored for the next level in a todo-list, because it must be resolved at a
finer resolution, to match the space division of the BH tree code.
• If a node is a leaf, that means no other keys have the same parent-cell (the same
address) for the specific level, then this key gets no further attention.
• In the case of a collision, that can firstly occur for levels greater than h, a substitute
address is determined and the cell is linked for further accessibility.
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At a certain level, all particles are resolved into leaves. As a reminder, in cells that
contain only one particle. This is the termination condition, which can be recognised
by an empty todo-list. Empty cells are intrinsically eliminated, because these are not
contained in any particle key. By the gradual construction, additional cells, so called fill
nodes are introduced. For a homogeneous setup, their number can be approximated by
1/7 ·N /P . That is the limit of liml→∞N /P
∑l
i=1 1/8
i . We suppose that all particles are
on the level l . Then for the next lower level the number of fill nodes is 1/8 and so on.
For the inhomogeneous case the number can be estimated by N /P . An example in [18]
demonstrates the worst case, where any single particle introduces an extra fill node. All
cells are stored in the array treekeys. The hierarchical view of the local data structure,
which is insufficient for the essential force summation, is illustrated in Figure 3.8. In a
nutshell, every task has its own local tree and hash table and the properties of some local
nodes may be incomplete.
Example 3.1.1. The local tree construction is shown for task 0. The maximal refinement
level is nlev = 4. The task owns 3 local particles with the keys: (10000)4, (10112)4 and
(10323)4 (an additional 1 for level 0 was added to describe the root node, the last 4 bits can
be derived by Figure 3.7). For the 1st level the parent cell (cellAddr) for all keys is: (10)4.
Since this cell contains 3 particles it must be refined and the keys are put on the todo-
list. Here, a fill node was introduced and inserted in the hash table with the properties:
key = (10)4, owner = 0 (task 0) and leaves = 3. Since the level is lower than h the
key equals the hash address. For the 2nd level the parent cells (cellAddr) are: (100)2,
(101)2 and (103)2. All parent cells differ, therefore each cell only contains 1 particle, and
the refinement is finished. Thus the todo-list for the next level is empty, which indicates
that the local construction is finished. All cells are inserted in the hashtable with the
properties: key = (·)4, owner = 0 (task 0) and leaves = 1. Furthermore, the chilcode of
the fill node (10)4 of the previous level is updated: childcode = (1011)2.
Once the local part is formed on each task, all trees have to be combined into a single
global structure. For this global tree the data is distributed, since a fetch of all non-local
nodes would ruin all benefits of a parallel tree code, regarding memory consumption (less
particles can be simulated) and scalability. Without fetching all non-local nodes, the
local trees of all other tasks are integrated in another way into the local tree (local hash
table). Every local tree can be described by a few nodes, that overlap the entire structure.
These nodes will be interchanged between all tasks (step exchange of Figure 3.3) and
integrated in every local hash table. This nodes are called branch nodes or branches. Below
the branches every task only contains the local nodes. If non-local nodes are required,
the appropriate branch provides the owner and the task can request this information.
Above the branches, the local trees can contain incomplete twigs, which are also shown in
Figure 3.8. That are twigs crossing domain boundaries, as shown for task 1 and 2. Also
the root node of every local tree needs information from every other task.
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Figure 3.8: Hierarchical view of the data structure after the local trees were built. Each task
has its own local tree that is labeled with the appropriate color. In the current status incomplete
twigs exist. E.g. the root node is shared by all tasks and includes only partial data for every
task.
The set of branches is the smallest set of keys, that covers the entire local domain, and
only the local domain. A single branch node possesses the following characteristics.
Definition 3.1.2. A branch is an administrative unit, that equals a node in the tree (here
3D). It will be used to assemble a global tree out of P local trees and as a gate to non-local
information in a data-distributed global tree. A branch has following characteristics:
(i) It is on a fixed level: 0 ≤ level ≤ nlev.
(ii) It includes 8(nlev−level) cells of the level nlev.
(iii) It covers an area in the linear key space:
c · 8(nlev−level), . . . , (c + 1) · 8(nlev−level) − 1, c ∈
{
0, . . . , 8level − 1
}
.
and every node below the branch must have the same owner.
The set of branches for the specific example is geometrically illustrated in Figure 3.9.
The hierarchical view on the state of the data structure, that includes the branch nodes,
can be seen in Figure 3.10.
The current branch concept is far from being ideal, which can be seen Figure 3.10,
because almost every leaf node has been detected as a branch. E.g. in Figure 3.9, both
small brown branch nodes could be combined, but the original branch concept provides
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Figure 3.9: Geometrical view on the branch nodes for 4 tasks in a 2D example.
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Figure 3.10: Hierarchical view of all local trees, after the branch nodes are known. A large
amount of branches regarding to the number of leafs was detected with the original finding
algorithm.
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both nodes. To circumvent this small branch nodes and to minimise the amount, a novel
concept will be introduced in Chapter 5. In Example 3.1.3 the local branch nodes are
determined for task 0.
Example 3.1.3. The local tree for task 0 consists of the incomplete root node: (1)4, the
fill node (10)4 and the leaves (100)2, (101)2 and (103)2. The original branch concept brings
3 branch nodes, the leaves of the local tree. This nodes cover the entire local domain and
not any particle of another task. Since the cell (102)4 is empty and does not belong to any
other task, already the fill node (10)4 fulfills every branch condition (see Definition 3.1.2).
In Chapter 5, a novel concept is introduced, which determines exactly this fill node as the
only branch for the local domain of task 0.
The current status of the data structure is: the local trees were built, the local branches
were determined and integrated in every local hash table (local tree), but above the
branches incomplete twigs could be exist. Firstly, the local fill nodes above the branches
are disregarded. Secondly, these nodes are built afresh from branch level up to root for
every task, and stored in each local hash table. This automatically merges the incomplete
twigs to complete nodes in a global context. Now every task features the same global
tree up to the branch level. For deeper level only the local information is available. In
Example 3.1.4 the fill process is depicted for the incomplete twig between task 1 and 2
and an abstract view of the global data-distributed structure is shown in Figure 3.11.
(a) task 0 (b) task 1 (c) task 2 (d) task 3
Figure 3.11: Data-distributed global tree and the local part, with the respective hash entries,
for 4 tasks. The root node is marked with a blue circle, global branches are red colored. The
local particles are green.
Example 3.1.4. The keys of the nodes can be achieved by the evaluation of Figure 3.6
or Figure 3.9. One node (leaf) of task 1 (green), namely the key (120)4 and all nodes
of task 2, namely (1212)4, . . . , (123)4 (brown), share a common fill node (12)4. In every
local hash table only the local nodes influence the values of the local hash entry. For
task 0 this fill node has 1 leaf and childcode = (0001)2. For task 2: leaves = 5
and childcode = (1110)2. In a global context, this fill node only exists once. For the
combination of the incomplete local fill node, which is present in both local hash tables of
task 1 and 2, the leaves are added and the childcode is linked by an Or(·, ·) operation.
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Hence, for the global fill node, that is shared by task 1 and 2, the following properties
result: leaves = 1 + 5 = 6 and childcode = Or((0001)2, (1110)2) = (1111)2.
The hierarchical view is illustrated in Figure 3.12 and the shared part of the data-
distributed global tree is marked with black lines. For task 3 the local part can be seen.
For the other tasks, depending on the small particle number in this example and the
original branch concept, all leaves are resolved in branches. Furthermore, a comparison
with a serial HOT-scheme is shown hierarchically. In this case, the concept of branch
nodes is not needed and incomplete twigs do not exist.
Once the global data structure is in place, it is a straightforward matter to calculate
the pseudo-particle properties for each node, that will be accessed by the hash entry node.
For every twig the calculation of the properties is simple, because the multipole moments
can be successively shifted up to their parent level using displacement vectors [4].
3.1.3 Tree Traversal and Force Summation
At the traversal and the force summation stage, a global virtual tree (see Figure 3.11)is
known on each task, and the pseudo-particle information is attached to each tree node.
The purpose of this step is the evaluation of the pair potential, which is used in the
front-end for pushing the particles to another position.
Now the global tree will be traversed for every local particle. At every tree node,
starting with root, the acceptance criterion is checked and two possibilities exist:
• If the criterion is fulfilled, then the particle interacts with this node. Now the particle
continues its traversal with the next key, which is stored in every hash entry.
• Otherwise, the node is resolved into its children, and the criterion is checked for
exactly this nodes. The determination of the child nodes is simple, because the hash
entry saves the appropriate information (childcode). With the child key, the hash
address is calculated, and the information can be accessed with O(1).
After all particles have finished their traversals, all interactions, particle-particle (leaf
node), or particle-pseudo-particle (twig node) are available. This is a serial HOT-scheme.
The problem is, that each task only has a virtual global tree. As a reminder, down to the
branch level any information is globally known. Beyond the branch level, each task only
knows its own local tree. Therefore, in a parallel HOT-scheme attention must be paid to
the availibilty of the data:
• The traversal reaches a node, where no pseudo-particle informations is locally known.
Firstly, this happens for the children of branch nodes. For the purpose of the
evaluation of the acceptance criterion, the information must be requested from the
owner, which is also stored in a hash entry. The hash table of the owner includes
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(a) serial
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(b) parallel
Figure 3.12: Comparison of the hierarchical view of the global tree for the serial and parallel
HOT-scheme. The global fill nodes have been added. In (a), the concept of branches is not
needed, because the global structure is in place automatically. (b) For the parallel version, the
black lines show the part of the global tree that is shared by all tasks. The red colored branch
nodes act as a gate to non-local information (local tree of another task, below the branch level,
and thus to its local hash table). In the example this only can be seen for task 3, where the
local part below the branch is combined with violet lines. The incomplete twigs are not present
anymore.
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the pseudo-particle information. After the owner has send the information, the
acceptance criterion can be checked and it is continued as described before. Since
the possibility is high, that other local particles need this non-local information, it
is stored in the local hash table.
• Either the current node belongs to the local tree or the node information has already
been requested for another particle and added to the local hash table, the criterion
can be evaluated.
On the one hand, a difficult memory management is the consequence. This is because
the requested nodes are stored locally and their number cannot be accurately predicted.
On the other hand, an irregular communication structure emerges and only point-to-point
communication is suited instead of collectives. For this reason, by far the most challenging
part in the parallel HOT-scheme is the traversal. In this thesis two concepts, which are
implemented in Pepc, are introduced [63]:
• Pure MPI: In practice, chunks of particles perform a simultaneous traversal. If any
information is missing, then the non-local node is placed on a list, and the traversal
proceeds with another particle. After all particles have made their check of the
acceptance criterion for exactly one node, the nodes in the list are worked off and
the required information is requested from the owner. When the communication has
finished, the requested node information is locally available and the criterion can be
evaluated. Every interaction is stored on an interaction list, which will be summed
up in a separate force summation. In contrast to the direct algorithm, where the
interaction count is exactly N (N − 1)/2 for every particle, here the interaction list
length must be estimated. This causes a large memory footprint.
• MPI-Pthreads: In this hybrid approach one communicator-thread per MPI task
handles the request of non-local information and several worker-threads perform
the traversal for each particle. If any non-local node information is required, the
communicator-thread is started. This thread determines the owner and handles the
communication. After the information has arrived, it notifies the worker-thread,
which has requested the information.
Any worker-thread traverses the tree for an individual set of particles. If non-local
information is required, it transmits the request to the communicator-thread and
processes with another particle. In this approach, the force is directly calculated if
an interaction was determined. Hence, the interaction list for each particle can be
avoided.
The hybrid ansatz with several worker- and a single communicator-thread has a lot of
advantages. Firstly, the interaction list can be avoided, and in this context less memory
must be allocated, because the force of the individual interaction will be directly calcu-
lated. Furthermore, the throughput will be increased, because a single thread handles
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the information requests and the worker-threads are simultaneously calculating the force.
This is a nice overlap of communication and computation. The previous explanations are
only a snapshot of this very complex approach, but for the main topic of this thesis, a
deeper insight is not neccessary.
3.2 Scaling and Determination of Bottlenecks
For benchmarking, the hybrid tree traversal approach was used, because this ansatz is
up to date and many measurements exists. Here the number of cores is 4 · P , because 4
threads were used in SMP mode on JUGENE. In this case the maximal available num-
ber of MPI tasks is 73728. A differentiation between threads and tasks was made in
Section 2.2, page 10.
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Figure 3.13: The number of global branch nodes for the inhomogeneous setup. Since no
significant deviation to the homogeneous case exists, only this setup is shown. Furthermore, the
number of global branches depends on the number of local particles.
The main bottleneck arising from a data-distributed tree code is the combination of
P local trees to a virtual global structure. For this reason, the concept of branch nodes
was introduced. It is a straightforward matter to keep the number of these nodes on
a minimum level. For this problem, the number of MPI tasks P is essential and scala-
bility will profit by a decreased number of branch nodes. The exchange is made by an
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Mpi Allgatherv. This collective routine is applied for every task and gathers data
of individual size from each other task. Naturally, this routine profits from a decreased
number of branches alike, but gets worse for an increasing number of tasks at large scales.
Being far from ideal, in Figure 3.13 the weakness of the old branch concept is underlined
for the inhomogeneous setup. Here, the global number is shown for different tasks, that
depends on P naturally, since the local domain must be covered and at least one branch
node is needed per task. Furthermore, the conclusion can be derived, that the global num-
ber depends on the average number of local particles N /P . This is because the curves for
higher local particle numbers are positioned above curves with a lower one. This effect
intensifies the bottleneck extraordinarily. As a result, for P ' 32000 and N = 2048 · 106
the global branch amount blasts the available memory. Inferentially, the original branch
concept prevents parallel N -body simulations with Pepc at extreme scales, because all
global branch nodes must be stored locally. In addition, no significant differences between
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous setup can be identified. On this account the number
of global branch nodes is only shown for the inhomogeneous setup.
In a serial version of the HOT-scheme the branches do not exist in the same way, see
Figure 3.12(a). They are already included as fill nodes, but do not have to be determined
and exchanged. So one can confidently describe their construction and exchange as pure
parallel overhead. The immense effect of the branch exchange on the overall run time can
be seen in Figure 3.14.
At small scales the amount of branches is low [64] and the exchange contributes an
unnoticed percentage (for P = 256 and N = 8 · 106: ≈ 1%) to the total runtime, which
is dominated by the tree traversal and the force summation. Since these steps scale
well, and in the same account the exchange increases it becomes a major part of the
run time. Finally, the exchange takes longer than the tree traversal and the force
summation (e.g. for P = 16384 and N = 8 · 106: ≈ 60% of the total run time). Hence,
for any particle number at a cross over point, the total run time increases and speedup is
prevented.
Another bottleneck regarding to the memory consumption, is the size of the local hash
table, which cannot be predicted. In the current implementation it is roughly estimated.
Hence costly memory is wasted and the storage for possible particles remains empty. If
a tight estimation of the memory amount of the hash table would be available, then this
issue could be optimised. Concerning the hash table entries, they are of the following
kind:
• Leaf nodes are exactly known by N /P .
• Fill nodes, which can be estimated, as described in Section 3.1.2 by 1/7 · N /P
(homogeneous) and N /P (inhomogeneous).
• Global branch nodes. Their number cannot be tightly forecast and highly increases
for large scales.
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• Nodes which were requested during the tree traversal. This number cannot be
estimated in a satisfactory way.
One reason for a deficient memory estimation are the global branch nodes. In a nutshell,
the branch nodes limit the increase of the particle number, the scalability of the parallel
BH tree code Pepc and the execution at extreme scales.
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Figure 3.14: Scaling of the code for the inhomogeneous setup. Here, the major algorithmic
bottleneck of the HOT-scheme, namely the exchange, can be seen directly. The dashed lines
represent the time of the combined traversal and force summation in a hybrid version of
the code. The dotted lines show the time for the branch node exchange. These steps are the
dominating contributions to the total runtime (solid lines). No significant differences can be
found between the homogeneous setup the inhomogeneous one. Hence only the scaling for the
inhomogeneous setup is shown.
Another problem naturally emerging is the determination of the branch nodes, which
is currently implemented very poorly. Besides the original branch concept, the algorithm
produces much unnecessary overhead. However it contributes only a very small fraction
to the total run time, since each task only must find its local branches. The scalability
and memory footprint of the other steps in the HOT-scheme are descibed below:
• The key construction in the domain decomposition scales linearly, because the
number of local particles decreases for enlarged task numbers.
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• With the same argument, the local tree construction scales. With a sophisticated
implementation no further memory must be allocated.
• The step global tree, where the global fill nodes (the global nodes which are shared
by each task) are calculated and the pseudo-particle information is attached to each
node, scales. Indeed, it depends on the deepest branch level and the original branch
concept highly depends on the local particle number and the number of tasks, so
the branch level increases. But the contribution of this step to the total run time
is very small, and a further treatment does not yield any measurable improvement.
The memory footprint vanishes in either case.
• For an appropriate θ and effectual high local particle number the tree walk and
the force summation scales. Perhaps the run time of this routine, which is a major
part of the total run time, can be reduced by the application of alternative space-
filling curves. Even the hybrid ansatz needs less memory allocation, because the
interaction list is avoided.
• Another step is the weighted parallel sort in the domain decomposition. This
step depends on the number of particles and tasks, and on the distribution of the
particles. The disregard of the sorting routine in this thesis can be motivated by
the light contribution of this step to the total run time, which is magnitudes smaller
than the branch exchange.
The following chapters intensively deal with the minimization of the number of branch
nodes as a integral bottleneck, to overcome a major obstacle of a data distributed parallel
BH tree code.
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Chapter 4
Application of the Hilbert-curve to
Tree Codes
As seen in the previous chapter, the HOT-scheme needs a fast mapping from the
3D coordinate values to universal binary keys in 1D (domain decomposition in Sec-
tion 3.1.1, page 23). Curves with a space-filling behaviour, so called SFC (Space-Filling
Curves), are highly qualified to deliver such a fast and unique mapping.
The brief history of SCF is outlined in the following. Arround the turn of the 19th
century, before any computer was built, the existence of curves that pass through all
points of higher-dimensional space was found. In 1890 Giuseppe Peano constructed the
first SFC [65], David Hilbert in 1891 [19], Eliakim Hastings Moore in 1900 [66] and Henri
Leon Lebesque in 1904 [67] are only a subset of famous successors. The space-filling
behaviour had fascinated mathematicians for over a century. Today they are an elemental
ingredient in many codes. Among topics like image processing, e.g as a scan line for path
finding [68] or the storage and retrieval of multi dimensional data [69], tree codes like the
FMM and the BH tree code are splendid examples of application of SFC in modern times.
For the general introduction of SFC that follows the one advised by [20], firstly two
requirements of measure theory have to be introduced.
Definition 4.0.1. If f : (Rn , ‖·‖2) ⊃ A → f (A) ⊂ (R
m , ‖·‖2) then the direct image of f
is defined as follows:
f∗(A) = {f (x ) ∈ R(f ) : x ∈ A ∩ D(f )} .
D(f ) denotes the domain, and R(f ) the range of f . If f : [0, 1]→ (Rm , ‖·‖2) is continuous
(n = 1 and A = [0, 1]), then the direct image of f , f∗([0, 1]), is called a curve.
For the measurement of a bounded subset of Rm the Jordan content can be used. The
subset is filled up with disjoint rectangles, R ∈ {]a, b[: a, b ∈ Rm , a ≤ b}, whose union
is called a simple set:
⋃l
k=1Rk . The subset A ⊂ R
m can be approximated both, from
the inside, which is the inner Jordan measure J∗(A)) = supS⊂A(J (S )), and the outside,
which is the outside Jordan measure J ∗(A) = infS⊃A(J (S )). If the inner measure equals
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the outer measure, the subset is Jordan measurable and the value is called the Jordan
measure J (A) [70, 71]. That is like the Riemann integral for higher dimensional sets.
Because J (A) is not σ-additive it is only a content and no measure in the usual sense.
With these requisites, SFC can be generally defined.
Definition 4.0.2. If f : [0, 1] ∋ x → f (x ) ∈ (Rm , ‖·‖2), m ≥ 2, is continuous and has a
positive Jordan content Jm(f∗([0, 1])) > 0, then the direct image of [0, 1] under f , f∗([0, 1]),
is called a space-filling curve.
In tree codes the inverse map from 3D to 1D, thus f −1 and the fast algorithmic com-
putation of so called derived keys is of interest. Eugen Netto proved that bijective maps
between smoothed manifolds are neccessarily discontinous [20]. An SFC is a continous
map, thus it can not be bijective. Since every point is passed, it is leastwise surjective
and not one-to-one.
In practice, the mapping must be invertible and for a finite number of the derived keys
this should be unique. Therefore, the curve must not neccessarily pass through every
point in space, but through a finite number of points. This leads to a quantized space
and approximations to SFC f˜ . The type and the degree of quantization depend on the
application. In the 3D BH tree code, every direction is halved for each refinement step.
So the number of points, at a fixed refinement level, is 23level. The domain of D(f˜ ) then
becomes:
D(f˜ ) =
{
0,
1
23level
, . . . ,
23level − 2
23level
,
23level − 1
23level
}
(4.1)
Further, the unit cube is taken as the image space. From the discrete set of points of
D(f˜ ) a discrete realisation of a space-filling curve S3
level
to the discrete image R(f˜ ) can
be found.
R(f˜ ) =
{(
i − 1
2level
,
j − 1
2level
,
k − 1
2level
)T
, i , j , k = 1, . . . , 2level
}
(4.2)
Obviously, for level → ∞, D(f˜ ) → [0, 1] and R(f˜ ) → [0, 1]3. Therefore, the discrete
realisation S3
level
built on the quantized space converges towards a space-filling curve
S3∞ ≡ S
3 for level → ∞ (means limi→∞ S
3
i = S
3). For completeness, other curves
exist that have a triadic quantization of the space, e.g. the Peano-curve [20, 65]. The
Sierpinsky-curve passes through triangles [20, 72].
Notation 4.0.3. Form ≥ 2, level ≥ 1 let Sm
level
be them-dimensional-level-generation,
the discrete realisation of level or level-iteration of a space-filling curve, that is denoted
with Sm
level
. This curve maps from [0, 2mlevel] into [0, 2m ]level.
To increase the simplicity only the numerator of the points in D(f˜ ) is used as derived
key. Likewise the numerator of R(f˜ ), the so called partial keys (iz , iy , ix in 3D), is taken
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for the computation of the derived keys via f˜ −1. For general N -body systems, that are
not merely arranged in the unit cube, the partial keys can be normalized to the unit cube.
For this thesis, the whole set of SFC is reduced to those that are FASS-curves (space-
filling, self-avoiding, simple and self-similar):
• Particularly the self-similarity is a neccessary requirement for an efficient HOT-
scheme, because the required information for the tree can be obatined from
the key. Self-similarity means that the portion of the curve on the interval
[k − 1/2m·level, k/2m·level], level = 1, 2, . . . , k = 1, 2, . . . , 2m·level is an exact replica
of the entire curve, that is reduced in the ratio 2level : 1 [20]. The passage from Sm
level
to Sm
level+1 is researched. Every quantum of the quantized space is again divided
in 2m quanta (in 3D every octant is divided in 8 new octants). In every quantum
a curve like Sm
level
is put. These 2m curves are combined to Sm
level+1 (in 3D eight
curves S3
level
are combined to S 3
level+1).
• Self-avoidance means that a point which is passed by the curve is never reached
again. This issue induces injectivity (for a quantized space).
• The attribute space-filling depicts the surjectivity of a FASS-curve.
Here premarily byte-orientated algorithms are considered. To represent octants in
3D, that are numbered with 0, . . . , 7, exactly 3 bits are neccessary ((000)2, . . . , (111)2).
In m dimensions m bits are needed. In 3D the tripels are combined to a binary digit,
where higher order triples describe the octants at a less refined space. This is depicted
in Example 4.0.4. For general quantized spaces it works analogously, but with a union
of bit-sets that include m bits. Self-similarity guarantuees that the bit triple, the bit
sets of size m, respectively, are independently of one another. Assuming a fixed maximal
refinement level nlev then 3 · nlev, or m · nlev bits are neccessary in 3D or mD. The
partial keys are composed out of nlev bits each. An infinite-sized binary digit can describe
the SFC for a non-quantized space, that means the ”real” SFC and no approximation, but
is not available and not needed in practice. If one takes an approximation higher bits
than 3 · nlev− 1, or m · nlev− 1 are zero.
Example 4.0.4. The aim of this example is the explanation of the independence of the
refinement levels for a FASS-curve. A randomly chosen key of any FASS-curve (3D) is
shown.
( 110︸︷︷︸
l=1
001︸︷︷︸
l=2
111︸︷︷︸
l=3
101︸︷︷︸
l=4
)2.
The first triple (110)2 means that the key is lying in the 6th octant of a 1st order curve
S31 . The next triple (001)2 describes, that the key lies in the 1st octant of the 6th 1st
order octant. That is the 6 · 8 + 1 = 43th 64-tant of the 2nd-order curve S32 . The 3rd
triple (111)2 depicts the 7th octant of the 1st 2nd order octant thereof.
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In the following, 2D examples are considered to improve the geometric clearness. Two
curves are fulfilling the contrived requirements. The Morton-curve, on the one hand, is
currently implemented in Pepc. The Hilbert-curve, on the other hand, is integrated in
line with this thesis. It needs an efficient implementation in the parallel tree code, that is
described in the adjacent section. This curve features a better data locality, that means a
better spatial locality in the linear space. Therefore, it promises a benefit for the tree code
at various stages. In the paper [22] it was analytically and empirically shown that the
Hilbert-curve achieves the best clustering. For both curves, the geometrical generation
and fast byte-orientated algorithms are described in the following. The focus is on the
generation of derived keys in 1D, means the mapping by f˜ −1.
4.1 The Morton-curve
The Morton-curve was introduced in 1966 by G. M. Morton [21]. It is also known as Z-
curve but not to be confused with a method for genome analysis [73]. The name comes
from the fact that many z-shaped patterns are combined to a curve. In Figure 4.1, the
first 4 iterations Z21 , . . . ,Z
2
4 of the Morton-curve are shown.
It is a FASS-curve which has the pretty advantage that exactly the same curves Zm
level
are combined to the higher order curve Zm
level+1
at the next refinement level. In 3D in
every octant of the next refinement level the curve Z3
level
is put and combined to Z3
level+1
.
Hence the Morton-derived key provides a simple and fast mapping – the binary interleave
operation of the partial keys.
4.1.1 Inverse Mapping from mD to 1D
Algorithmically, the binary interleave operation can be straighforward implemented. The
partial keys ix1 , . . . , ixm are given. Every of these coordinates can be described with
nlev-bits. Then, for each refinement level the highest bit of the partial keys is trun-
cated and combined to the appropriate quantum. The sequence of the combination is
(ixm,nlev−level , . . . , ix1,nlev−level)2, where ixa,b . denotes the b-th bit of the a-th coordinate. This
step is performed for all refinement levels, and the quantum for the level 1 is placed at
the highest position of the key. In Equation 4.3 the key for the 3D case is listed.
(znlev−1ynlev−1xnlev−1znlev−2ynlev−2xnlev−2 . . . z1y1x1z0y0x0)2 (4.3)
Since one loop over all bits of the partial keys is needed the complexity is of the order
O(nlev). An Fortran90 implementation can be found in Appendix A.1 and a 3D
example is composed in 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.1: Geometrical construction of the Z-curve in 2D. The first 4 iterations Z21 , . . . ,Z
2
4
are shown. According to the level of the curve 1, . . . , 4 the partial keys iy = ix = 0, . . . , 2
level−1
are marked.
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Example 4.1.1. We take a 3-dimensional-3rd-generation Morton-curve Z33 (nlev=3) and
a arbitrary chosen coordinate triple: ix = (x2x1x0)2 = (000)2, iy = (y2y1y0)2 = (111)2 and
iz = (z2z1z0)2 = (101)2. Then the key looks like:
(110010110)2 = (626)8 = (406)10.
.
4.1.2 Mapping from 1D to mD
The Morton-quanta are independent for every level (see Example 4.0.4) and the structure
is known (see previous section). Construct the quanta for every level and place the proper
bit in the partial key. An example is shown in 4.1.2 and a Fortran90 implementation
can be found in Appendix A.2.
Example 4.1.2. We take the Morton-derived key (110010110)2 = (626)8 = (406)10 of the
previous Example 4.1.1. Starting with 1st level bit triple. The value is (110)2. Then the
partial keys are: ix = (0XX )2,iy = (1XX )2 and iz = (1XX )2. The upper case X is a
placeholder for unset bits. For the 2nd level the bit tripel is (010)2. Hence, the partial
keys have the values: ix = (00X )2,iy = (11X )2 and iz = (10X )2. In the last step the
procedure is performed analogously with the final result: ix = (000)2,iy = (111)2 and
iz = (101)2. This matches the input data for the inverse mapping.
4.2 The Hilbert-curve
In 1891 David Hilbert gave an example of a SFC. The so called Hilbert-curve achieves
the best data locality also known as locality preserving. For further reading [22] is listed
to get insights in the metric for the rating. Locality preserving means, that the locality
between objects in the multi dimensional space is approximately preserved in the linear
space. In Figure 4.2, the first discrete realisations H21, . . . ,H
2
4 are shown.
The first byte-orientated algorithm was presented in 1971 by Arthur Butz [74]. In
contrast to the Morton-curve, the generation is not so simple. Whereas the Morton-curve
is composed out of many z-shaped sub curves, the Hilbert-curve combines many u-shaped
patterns with a different orientation. The algorithm of Butz calculates the rotations and
reflections by complex bit operations dynamically and has restricted his approach to the
2D case. As a modification for higher dimensions would be too complicated, it is not used
in the 3D BH tree code Pepc.
A table driven method for Hilbert-curves in various dimensions is presented in [75].
This method has to analyze the Hilbert-curve dynamically and its complexity is much
higher than the Morton-curve mapping.
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Figure 4.2: Geometrical construction of the H-curve in 2D. The first 4 iterations H21, . . . ,H
2
4
are shown. According to the level of the curve 1, . . . , 4 the partial keys iy = ix = 0, . . . , 2
level−1
are marked.
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4.2.1 The Fast m-Dimensional Hilbert Mapping Algorithm
A more efficient general algorithm (O(nlev)) is the one advised in [76, 77]. This method
is based on a static evolvement rule table and is called the FHMA (Fast Hilbert-Mapping
Algorithm). This information must be generated once. The algorithm makes use of the
fact, that the Hilbert-curve consists of many rotated and mirrored 1st order Hilbert curves
Hm1 . Out of the original upside-down u-shaped pattern various derivates can be built by
transformation. This transformations can be transcribed by coordinate exchanges and
reverse operations.
There are two essential steps. Firstly, the initial state of the curve is defined regarding
to the Morton-derived quanta. This is shown in Example 4.2.1 for 2D. With the help of
that specification, the static evolvement rule table is built by the comparison of the entry
and exit of the 1st and 2nd order Hilbert-curve.
The initial state of the curve must be assembled, the so called m-dimensional Hilbert-
cell Cm . This data structure depicts the path of the 1st order curve in mD. The input
parameter is the Morton-quantum τ and Cm(τ) maps it to the Hilbert-quantum:
Cm : {0, . . . , 2m − 1} ∋ τ → Cm(τ) ∈ {0, . . . , 2m − 1} . (4.4)
Example 4.2.1. Exemplary this is done for the 2D case. Overall the 1st-level curve
passes through 4 points (see Figure 4.2(a)). The Hilbert-curve starts at (x , y) = (0, 0)
with key 0. Therefore C 2((yx )2) = C
2((00)2) = 0. Then the curve passes the cell
(0, 1). So C 2((10)2) = 1. After that the curve reaches the point (1, 1). In the same way
C 2((11)2) = 2 is constructed. Finally, the curve ends at (1, 0). For the Hilbert-cell it
means that C 2((01)2) = 3.
The Hilbert-cells for the most common dimensions C 2(τ) and C 3(τ) are listed in the
following. The notation can be interpreted as an array, with the index τ . E.g. C 2(2)
maps on the value (11)2.
C 2(τ) =
(
(00)2 (10)2 (11)2 (01)2
)T
C 3(τ) =
(
(000)2 (001)2 (011)2 (010)2 (111)2 (110)2 (100)2 (101)2
)T
With that information the evolvement rule table Gm , the so called mD Hilbert-gene,
can be built:
Gm : {0, . . . , 2m − 1} ∋ τ → Gm(τ) ∈ {0, . . . , 2m − 1}2 . (4.5)
This two column matrix (array) saves coordinate transformations, means exchange (1st
column) and reverse operations (2nd column), that must be applied for every quantum.
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The value is stored in binary representation. The index τ is the Hilbert-quantum. The
value can be interpreted as follows: if a bit is set, then this coordinate is selected. The
sequence of the coordiantes is (xm , . . . , x1). Primarily we concentrate on the exchanges in
the 1st column, that are rotations in a geometrical context. The rotation axis is the first
angle bisector. To demonstrate the usage of Gm(τ) a little example is composed.
Example 4.2.2. We take the 3D case. Like the Morton-order tripel the Hilbert-cell
horder=C 3((zyx )) is used as the index for the evolvement rule table: G3(horder). For
example the Morton-triple of (5)10 = (101)2 provides (110)2, the 6th octant of the Hilbert-
curve. This is put in G3[(110)2][0] and the 1st column value is (6)10 = (110)2. Hence, z
and y must be interchanged, because the structure of the value of G3 is (zyx ).
The 2nd column of G3[0, . . . , 23 − 1][1] depicts reverse operations, equivalent to reflec-
tions. Analogously, the value (6)10 = (110) means, that z and y , (5)10 = (101) embodys
that z and x must be reversed bitwise.
C 2 G2
Figure 4.3: Basic idea of the Fast m-dimensional Hilbert-mapping algorithm shown for a 2D
example.
In [76] an algorithm for the m-dimensional Hilbert-gene Gm is presented. All gene
information are calculated with the knowledge of Cm by very complex bit operations.
Nevertheless, the Hilbert-gene can be constructed geometrically, but for high dimensional
quantized spaces, there exists the necessity of calculation rules.
Now the additional memory requirements of the FHMA are described. In comparison to
the Morton-mapping, the memory footprint is larger, since the transformations commands
must be stored. For a general dimension, 3(2m −1) values are needed in Cm and Gm . We
take the 3D case, where every value can be expressed by a 8 bit integer, then 21 values,
168 bit or 21 Byte are neccessary. For higher dimensions the memory footprint grows
exponentially, but for Pepc the 21 Byte (3D) are not measurable.
The trick of this algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.3. Firstly, the Morton-triple is trans-
formed by C 2 to the u-shaped Hilbert-pattern. These patterns are incorrectly orientated
and a combination to a Hilbert-curve would produce nonsense. Thus, with G2 the patterns
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are transformed and can be combined to the 2nd-order Hilbert-curve. For higher order
curves (Higher level) the coordinates are transformed each step. In Example 4.2.3, the
Hilbert-curve is geometrically generated for the 2D case. In Figure 4.4 the basic rotations
and reflections are displayed, also for 2D.
G2(·) = (11, 00)
G2(·) = (00, 00)
G2(·) = (11, 10)
G2(·) = (00, 10)
G2(·) = (11, 11)
G2(·) = (11, 01)
G2(·) = (00, 01)
G2(·) = (00, 11)
G2(·) = (11, 11)
x ↔ y
x ↔ y
x ′, y ′
x ′, y ′
y ′ x ′
y ′ x ′
Figure 4.4: Rotations and Reflections for the Hilbert-cell in 2D. The original Hilbert-cell in
the middle, as a basis for transformations, is highlighted. Furthermore, operations between the
realisations are listed: (·)′ denotes a bitwise reverse operation and (·)↔ (·) denotes an exchange
operation. Additionally the evolvement rule table G2 is assembled for every realisation of the
Hilbert-cell. The acronym G2(·) = (A,B) means, that the 1st column, the exchange operation,
has the value A and the 2nd column, the reverse operation, has the value B. Both, A and B are
displayed in binary representation.
Example 4.2.3. We take a look at the 2nd level Hilbert-curve in Figure 4.2(a). This curve
is composed out of rotated and reflected 1st level curves. In the 0th quadrant, the curve is
rotated by the first angle bisector. So x and y are changed and the evolvement rule table
has the value G2[0][0] = (11)2. In the 1st and 2nd quadrant the partial Hilbert-curve
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equals the original upside-down u-shaped pattern. Therefore, not any transformation
must be applied and G2 is zero for both quadrants and columns. In the 3rd quadrant the
curve is reflected and rotated alike, so x and y are exchanged and reversed bitwise. For
the rule table it means: G2[3][0] = (11)2 and G
2[3][1] = (11)2.
Overall following transformations arise for the 2D Hilbert-curve:
G2 =
(
(11)2 (00)2 (00)2 (11)2
(00)2 (00)2 (00)2 (11)2
)T
. (4.6)
For 3D, in turn geometrical considerations can be applied, but a detailed description
would be too complex. Here, the algorithm from [76] is used and the Hilbert-gene can be
seen in the following:
G3 =
(
(101)2 (110)2 (000)2 (101)2 (101)2 (000)2 (110)2 (101)2
(000)2 (000)2 (000)2 (101)2 (000)2 (000)2 (110)2 (101)2
)T
. (4.7)
4.2.1.1 Inverse Mapping from mD to 1D
Now the preliminaries Cm and Gm for the FHMA are available. The algorithm starts
with the curve of the coarsest resolution Hm1 , that leads across 2
m quanta containing
2m·nlev/2m elements each (8 octants in 3D containing 23·nlev/8 points each). Now the
Morton-quantum is formed from the highest available bits (at position nlev − 1) of the
partial keys. Suitable to this, using the vector Cm , the quantum of the Hilbert-curve
is determined. This bits are inserted into the key at the highest position (bits from
m · nlev− 1, . . . ,m · nlev−m − 1). For the next step, the coordinates are transformed
for a correspondency to a Hilbert-curve in the correct orientation. This is done by the
Hilbert-gene Gm .
In the 2nd step, in turn the quantum of the Morton-curve is intended, this time from
the 2nd highest available bits (nlev−2) of the partial keys. After that, in turn, the quanta
of the Hilbert-cell, determined by Cm , is inserted into the key (bits from m · nlev−m −
1, . . . ,m · nlev− 2m − 1) and the coordinates are transformed for the next step with Gm .
The same task continues for all nlev steps.
A Fortran90 implementation is in Appendix A.3. Obviously, the complexity of the
FHMA equals the bit interleaving of the Morton-curve, O(nlev). In this case, additional
operations, result from the transformation of the partial keys (if-queries) and the access to
the Hilbert-quanta in Cm and transformations in Gm , are introduced. In Example 4.2.4
a 3D example is composed.
Example 4.2.4. We take the same 3D partial keys as in Example 4.1.1. The 1st level
Morton-octant is (110)2. The function C
3 delivers the 4th Hilbert-octant. This is applied
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to the key: (100XXXXXX )2. Then the curve is transformed for the next step. So G
3
provides the transformation commands for the 4th Hilbert-octant. That gives G [4][0] =
(101)2, means z and y must exchanged, and G [4][1] = (000)2, so no coordinate must
be flipped. After that, the transformations are performed on the coordinates. Now the
algorithm is ready for the next step.
In the 2nd step the Morton-octant is (010)2. We look in C
3 and the 3rd Hilbert-octant
results. This Hilbert-octant is applied to the key: (100011XXX )2. We look in the Hilbert-
gene: G [3][0] = (101)2 and G [3][1] = (101)2. We perform the exchange of z and x and
the bitwise reverse of z and x .
In the 3rd step, the Morton-triple is (110)2 and C
3[(110)2] = (010)2. We apply this to
the key: (100011010)2.
4.2.1.2 Mapping from 1D to mD
It is the same procedure as for the Morton-curve, but the transformations must be re-
verted. Furthermore, attention must be paid, because in general the transformation com-
mands are not commutative. Hence, the calling sequence must be reverted, to guarantee
correct partial keys. This issue was not respected in [77].
As a structure for the speedup of the calculation which can be derived by Equation 4.4
the inverse Hilbert-cell is defined, that maps from the Hilbert-quanta to the Morton-
quanta. Now the algorithm is described.
The 1st level Hilbert-quantum is gathered. An evaluation of Cm,−1 for the Hilbert-
quantum gives the Morton-quantum. The structure of the Morton-quanta is known. Thus,
it can be split in the single bits and applied to every coordinate, similar to the Morton-
mapping from 1D to mD.
The trick of the algorithm can be seen in the 2nd step. The 2nd level quanta is gathered
from the Hilbert-derived key. Now, we look in the Hilbert-gene Gm and get the coordinate
transformations. We apply this coordinate transformations to the partial keys, then the
coordinates are in correct orientation and the transformations of the inverse mapping are
reverted. In turn the Hilbert-quantum is translated by Cm to the Morton-quantum, and
the bits are attached to the transformed partial keys.
For all other steps it is continued in the same way until all levels are resolved. After
that, the partial keys can be obtained. In Example 4.2.5 this procedure can be studied.
A Fortran90 implementation can be found in Appendix A.4.
Example 4.2.5. For 3D the inverse Hilbert-cell, where τ denotes the Hilbert-quantum,
is:
C 3,−1(τ) =
(
(000)2 (001)2 (011)2 (010)2 (110)2 (111)2 (101)2 (100)2
)T
We recall the Hilbert-derived key from Example 4.2.4: (432)8 = (100011010)2. We
start with the coarsest refinement. The 1st level Hilbert-octant is (2)8 = (010)2. We look
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in the inverse Hilbert-cell C 3,−1, then the Morton-quanta is (011)2 and apply this to the
coordinates: ix = XX 1, iy = XX 1 and iz = XX 0.
The 2nd level Hilbert-octant is gathered, e.g. (3)8 = (011)2. Now the transformations
must be reverted and we look in the Hilbert-gene for the 3rd Hilbert-octant: G3[3][0] =
(101)2, so z and x must be exchanged, and G
3[3][1] = (101)2, so z and x must be bitwise
reversed. We perform the reverse operation firstly, that gives: ix = XX 0, iy = XX 1
and iz = XX 1. Then the rotation is performed by an exchange operation: ix = XX 1,
iy = XX 1 and iz = XX 0. We look in C
3,−1[(011)2] = (010)2, which provides: ix = X 01,
iy = X 11 and iz = X 00.
In the last step the Hilbert-octant (4)8 = (100)2 is gathered from the derived key.
The last transformations must be applied. In this case G3[(100)2][0] = (101)2. This is
equivalent to the exchange of z and x . The last exchange gives: ix = X 00, iy = X 11 and
iz = X 01. The Hilbert-cell gives the 6th Morton-octant. For the partial keys it means:
ix = 000, iy = 111 and iz = 101. These partial keys are matching the input for the inverse
mapping in 4.2.4.
Remark 4.2.6. The Fast m-dimensional Hilbert-mapping algorithm analogously works
for the Morton-curve, if the structures are adapted. The matrix Gm is overall zero and
Cm is the identical mapping.
4.2.2 Patterns of the Hilbert-curve in 2D
As mentioned, Eliakim Hastings Moore introduced a space-filling curve in 1900 [66]. This
curve is only a pattern of the Hilbert-curve. The 1st level Moore-curve equals the curve
that was introduced by Hilbert, whereas higher-order Moore-curves follow other paths,
but are a compositon of u-shaped patterns, too. In Figure 4.5 the different patterns are
constructed for the 2D case geometrically. It is started with the 1st quadrant. Here the
entry and exit of the partial curve are decisive. The 1st level path for every alternative
pattern is derived from the original curve, but the single ingredients (partial curves) are
differently orientated.
The Figure 4.5 is evaluated, where the number of patterns for any quadrant in the 2D
case is derived, in the following. Overall there are 8 possible realisations of the 1st level
Hilbert-cell in 2D. This number comes from the multiplication of all possible transfor-
mations in the Hilbert-gene (((00)2, (01)2, (10)2, (11)2)× ((00)2, (01)2, (10)2, (11)2)). This
number is halved since commutativity holds for some combination of rotations and re-
flections (see Figure 4.4). Taking all possible rotations, then the reflection with the same
input parameter τ produces the same pattern. Additionally, a combination of any rotation
with the ”reflection” (00)2 is commutative. Accordingly, the overall number of 4 · 2 = 8
results.
In the next construction step, the entry and exit is confirmed for the 2nd quadrant.
This is depicted in Figure 4.6. Here only curves with the correct direction are taken, that
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Figure 4.5: Adequate Hilbert-realisations for the 1st quadrant. Realisation that cannot match
the Hilbert-cell are marked with a red cross. The path of the curve is marked with a blue curve
in the center of any figure.
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Figure 4.6: Confirming the entry and exit of the Hilbert-pattern for the 2nd quadrant. Likewise,
adequate solutions are marked with a green hook.
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obey a correct path of the 2nd level Hilbert-curve. Thus 2 possibilities of the path of the
Hilbert-curve arise for the combination of the 1st and 2nd quadrant.
For the pattern in Figure 4.6, the 0th and 3rd quadrant must be filled with a partial
curve of level 1. Overall, there are 3 different partial curves that can confirm the entry
and exit of the Hilbert-curve in Figure 4.6(a). Hence, there are 3 over 2, means 3 · 2/2 ·
1 = 3 possibilities of a combination, means 3 different patterns of the Hilbert-curve in
Figure 4.6(a). The same yields for the pattern in Figure 4.6(b). So overall 6 different
patterns arise, that are also described in [78] and can be seen in Figure 4.7.
For higher dimensional quantized spaces, other patterns of the Hilbert-curve exists.
This is an issue for the future work. Firstly, the establishment of a general formula for
the number of patterns in a specific dimension is required. Secondly, the algorithmic
generation of the Hilbert-gene, because geometrical consideration are inconcievable. The
Hilbert-genes, for all 2D patterns are listed in the following:
GM =
(
(11)2 (11)2 (11)2 (11)2
(10)2 (10)2 (01)2 (01)2
)T
G2L1 =
(
(00)2 (00)2 (00)2 (00)2
(11)2 (00)2 (00)2 (11)2
)T
G2L2 =
(
(00)2 (11)2 (11)2 (00)2
(10)2 (10)2 (01)2 (10)2
)T
G2L3 =
(
(11)2 (00)2 (00)2 (00)2
(00)2 (00)2 (00)2 (11)2
)T
G2L4 =
(
(00)2 (11)2 (11)2 (11)2
(10)2 (10)2 (01)2 (01)2
)T
.
The simple application of the FHMA is not sufficient for all patterns and only works
for Hilbert’s original pattern. Therefore, some small changes are applied to the algorithm,
to allow a fast generation of general Hilbert-patterns.
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(a) Hilbert’s pattern: H (b) Moore’s pattern: M
(c) The L1 pattern (d) The L2 pattern
(e) The L3 pattern (f) The L4 pattern
Figure 4.7: The 6 different patterns of the Hilbert-curve in 2D. (a) Hilberts original pattern
introduced in 1891. (b) Moores pattern, presented in 1900. (c)-(f) The 4 patterns of Liu [78]
from 2004.
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4.2.3 The Generalized Fast m-Dimensional Hilbert Mapping Al-
gorithm
Without loss of generality we concentrate on the Moore-curve. As a motivation for the gen-
eralisation of the FHMA to all possible Hilbert-patterns, the output of the FHMA is shown
in Figure 4.8(a). The generalized algorithm is abbreviated with GFHMA (Generalized
FHMA).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Motivation for the GFHMA. (a) The Moore-curve is generated by the FHMA. The
combination of the different quadrants lacks. (b) Zoom in a Hilbert-curve of a high refinement
level with a magnifying glass. Every Hilbert-pattern is composed out of many rotated and
reflected 2nd order Hilbert-curves, of the original pattern. That is the basis for the GFHMA.
Based on the insight that every pattern of the Hilbert-curve is not only a composition
of many 1st level, but also of fewer 2nd level Hilbert-curves, the idea for generalisation
arises. This issue is illustrated in Figure 4.8(b). The FHMA would map to a composition
of many Moore-patternsM22, that cannot be combined properly. The FHMA transforms
the coordinates. The trick of the GFHMA is to omit the last two steps and to map the
transformed coordinates on the original 2nd level Hilbert-pattern. Hence, an additional
mapping is defined. This maps from the 2nd order Z-curve to H22. This function is called
the 2nd order Hilbert-cell C 22 (τ), with the input τ = (y1x1y0x0) in 2D :
C 22 (τ) =
(
0 1 3 2 8 10 11 9 12 14 15 13 7 6 4 5
)T
For higher dimensions, an algorithm is required, which generates this structure. This
is an issue for further work. In Figure 4.9, the general idea of the GFHMA is displayed.
We come back to the exemplary Moore-curve. In contrast to the curve in Figure 4.8(a)
the application of the GFHMA delivers the correct Moore-curve, that is shown in Fig-
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C 2,G2M C
2
2
Figure 4.9: General idea of the GFHMA. The coordinates of the Morton-curve are the basis.
Then this coordinates are transformed by the Hilbert-gene of the FHMA. After that, the rotated
coordinates are mapped on a Hilbert-curve H 22 that are combined to M
2
3 .
ure 4.10. This procedure works for all Hilbert-patterns alike, including the original one.
The algorithmic complexity for a single key generation is of the order O(nlev− 2). This
is fewer than the FHMA complexity, but more memory is needed.
Figure 4.10: Generalized Fast Hilbert-mapping algorithm applied to the Moore-curve.
Remark 4.2.7. It is possible to map onto every SFC with O(1) with an array that maps
the coordinates onto the derived key. The disadvantage is, that 2m·nlev memory locations
are needed. For m = 3 and nlev = 20 this are 820 ≈ 1 · 1018 locations. In this example
the derived-key is of the integer type with 8 bytes. The ≈ 9 000 000 000 GB vastly cross
the memory boundary of any computer in the world. Balanced approaches are possible.
E.g. approaches which map on a 5th iteration curve. Then this curves are combined to a
higher order curve (if self-similarity holds). Then the order became O(nlev− 5).
4.2.3.1 Definition of a Novel Space-Filling Curve
The GFHMA can also be used for fast mappings by novel space filling-curves. Here, a
mixture of the Hilbert- and Morton-curve is established in 2D. The rule table G23E for that
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curve is shown in Equation 4.8, which is derived by Figure 4.4. The first iterations of the
so called 3E-curve are displayed in Figure 4.11:
G23E =
(
(11)2 (11)2 (11)2 (11)2
(00)2 (10)2 (01)2 (11)2
)T
.
This curve should demonstrate the versatility of the GFHMA and is only an example.
Perhaps exactly this curve is well-suited for a specific application. In the following section
the original Hilbert-pattern is compared with the Morton-curve for the parallel BH tree
code Pepc.
(a) 1st iteration (b) 2nd iteration (c) 3rd iteration
Figure 4.11: The novel E3-curve is presented. This curve merges the Hilbert- and Morton-
curve.
4.3 Effects of the Hilbert-Curve in PEPC
In this section, the effects of the Hilbert-curve and the reduction of algorithmic bottlenecks
by the a-priori selection of a highly locality-preserving SFC, is studied. This issue is also
mentioned in [12], but not examined in detail. The relevant steps of the code are picked
out and the influence of the Hilbert-curve is discussed.
The calculation of Hilbert-derived keys is a little slower than the Morton mapping. The
timings t(·) refer to a single key calculation of the specific curve. Since in Pepc a maximal
refinement level of nlev = 21 is implemented, the timings for the Hilbert-curve H321 and
the Morton-curve Z321 are researched. The benchmarks of a single key construction were
made with JUGENE and can be seen in the following:
tH321 = 8.9 · 10
−7s > 6.1 · 10−7s = tZ321 .
The impact of this step for the overall run time of the code is minimal. E.g. for
500000 local particles, the additional amount of time is 0.14 seconds. This reflects the
presumption, that the transformation commands retard the key calculation a little.
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The influence for relevant steps of the HOT-scheme is explained in the following:
• Since the number of keys remains the same, the algorithmic complexity does not
change for the parallel sorting step in the domain decomposition. Additionally,
the increased data locality does not provide any measurable effect.
• No detectable improvement for the tree construction can be established by the
Hilbert-curve. Since the branches are determined by the linear key space, only
marginal changes take place through the different path of the Hilbert-curve. For
an inhomogeneous setup, the branch number highly depends on whether the task
limits are located within very dense regions or not. Hence the tree depth is very
high and much branch nodes are the consequence (at least with the original branch
definition). Therefore, it is random, just which path is cut in a dense region, and
which curve is better regarding the exchange overhead.
• Because the construction of global fill nodes highly depends on the previous steps,
which have experienced only marginal changes, no relevant improvement is detected.
Finally, the Hilbert curve has a vanishing influence on the domain decomposition and
the local and global tree construction.
We concentrate on the effect for the tree traversal and the force summation. The
advantage of a locality-preserving curve is shown in Figure 4.12 and dicussed in the fol-
lowing. The Morton-curve jumps between the quadrants (2D). This can result in divided
local domains that belong together in linear but not in mD space. If the particles are spa-
tially near, then with a higher probability, non-local information can be shared that was
requested by other local particles during the tree traversal. It is like the cache, that
holds data that was used, because it assumes that it is needed in close-by future. In the
case of the Hilbert-curve, the domains are always connected. The improved data-locality
can optimize this issue. To simplify the matter for further reasons, it is assumed that each
particle requests information in a certain halo.
In the following the selection of the setup is explained. For tasks numbers that cor-
respond to a multiple of the number 8, the number of divided domain is intrinsically
minimised. On the one hand, the local domains are aligned to power of 8 limits. This fact
reduces the jumps of the Morton-curve. On the other hand, load-balancing ensures that
the interactions are balanced. On that account, the number of divided domains decreases,
since particles with a large interaction count are shifted to the adjacent task. This weaks
the strength of the Hilbert-curve, regarding the communication. In an inhomogeneous
setup indeed there could be divided domains. The problem is, that the probability of an
isolated particle is lower then for the homogeneous setup. For this reason a homogeneous
setup was simulated with 31 tasks. By this selection, the number of divided domains
is maximised. Here, the first timestep is considered for empirical data, because load-
balancing does not downsize the amount of divided domains. This has a simple reason.
In the 1st time step the basic information for the load-balancing, the interaction count
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of the previous step, is of course not yet available. Using this setup, the weakness of the
Morton-curve is shown and the locality-preserving character of the Hilbert-curve is high-
lighted in Figure 4.13. In this figure the communication matrices for both curves, and in
Table 4.1 statistical results, are shown. The tools SALSA [79] and VAMPIR [80], for the
visualisation of communication, and SCALASCA [81], for statistical values, were used.
Since the performance does not benefit from any debugging tool, only a small example
was used. Here, 300000 particles were simulated with 31 MPI-tasks.
(a) Morton-curve (b) Hilbert-curve
Figure 4.12: Regarding to the requests of information in the tree traversal the advantage of
a locality-preserving curve is shown. The neccessary information for the blue particle is simplified
with a grey halo. Red circles mark the information that must be additionally requested for
the blue particle. A magenta halo marks the information that was requested by the magenta
particles and the light blue lines mark the local domain. In contrast to the divided domain in
(a) the Hilbert-curve has a connected domain. For the Morton-curve many information must be
requested, whereas the Hilbert-curve only needs two extra requests. Green particles, or particles
with a magenta infill and green border, respectively, mark a information that is already locally
available and was requested by the magenta particles.
As mentioned, the irregualar communication pattern of the tree traversal is the
most interesting part for the analysis. Particularly interesting is, which task requests
information from which other tasks. Therefore, the metric ”number of messages” was
selected. The information exchange in the tree traversal looks like this: the task needs
non-local pseudo-particle information for the evaluation of the MAC. It knows the key
and the owner by the hash table. Then it contacts the owner, which sends the requested
information. Since the owner only sends the information of one node, the message size is
constant. So, the communication matrix for the tree traversal is symmetric.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the communication matrix for the Morton-curve (upper) and the
Hilbert-curve (lower matrix) for a homegeneous setup that was simulated with 31 MPI-tasks.
The number of messages is shown. The Hilbert-curve reduces the number significantly. On
the one hand, this matrix is more sparse. On the other hand, the colors induce, that less
communication is needed.
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At the current state of the code, each send operation only ships the information of one
node. A new approach would be to decide directly whether more information is needed or
not, and to ship more information about the requested part of the non-local tree directly.
This would vary the amount of data per communication, and other measurements, like
the bandwidth are of interest.
Morton-curve Hilbert-curve ratio
Average 1586 1262 80%
Standard deviation 98 65 66%
Minimum 1390 1144 82%
Maximum 1774 1384 78%
Overall messages 49152 39136 80%
zero-entries 31% 46% 148%
Table 4.1: Statistical evaluation of the message number per task in the tree traversal for
the Hilbert- and Morton-curve. A setup with 300000 particles was simulated across 31 tasks.
For the minimum the zero-entries are not respected. The Hilbert-curve provides an upgrade for
the irregular communication pattern in the traversal at least for the depicted setup.
In the following, the described setup is researched for the number of messages. In
this example, the Hilbert curve reduces the total number of communications by 20%. In
addition, the communication and thus the network utilization is more balanced, which is
clearly shown by the standard deviation. A notable matter is, that the tasks with the
maximal number of messages, in case of the Hilbert-curve is still below the task with
the minimal communication of the Morton-curve. Apparently, the communication matrix
of the Hilbert-curve is more sparse, which is underlined by nearly 50% of zero-entries.
Hence, for the Hillbert-curve each task communicates with a smaller number of other
tasks. Regarding the communication, in any case the Hilbert-curve is better than the
previously installed Morton-curve.
In addition to these outstanding impacts on the communication structure, the new
curve brings no temporal effects for the tree traversal and the force summation, as it
was initially suspected. That issue underlines the excellent implementation of the traversal
routine, because the communication is cleverly hidden behind the calculation.
One consequence is to setup a MPI communicator, which uses the excellent improve-
ments of the Hilbert-curve, to get a performance increase, by an adapted network alloca-
tion of the target machine.
In any case, the presence of an alternative SFC is a great deal for Pepc. Unfortunately,
this curve is not the hoped-for improvement for the further decrease of the run time but has
a massive impact on the communication structure. In the nearby future the modification
of the internal communication structure of the network is tested.
The detailed accomplishment, concerning the generation, and generalization of the
FHMA to all possible Hilbert-patterns (in this thesis for the 2D case), promisses a benefit
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for other application as well as the detailed overview of SFC for various topics in computing
sciences.
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Chapter 5
Virtual Local Domains
In Chapter 3, the exchange of the branch nodes was identified as the major bottleneck, for
the memory footprint and scalability, of the parallel HOT-scheme and the anticipated BH
tree code Pepc. In this chapter, a novel approach is presented, that minimises the pure
parallel overhead caused by branch nodes and in this context the expense of the exchange.
The new concept, so called VLD (Virtual Local Domains) provides a lot of advantages
compared to the original concept. E.g. the a-priori determination of the branch nodes is
described in detail later.
The structure of the chapter follows the developmental steps and leads to a new and
versatile branch concept. The insight emerged, that the current branch nodes are subop-
timal. Currently, some branch nodes are far too deep in the tree, that means on a high
level. Then an attempt was made to reduce the local number of branches and thus their
global amount. Here, the VLDs come into play. For this novel approach a non trivial
equation must be solved. Without a fast algorithmic solution of the equation, the whole
theory of VLD would not make sense. Hence, an explicit formula is introduced. Once the
requisites for the concept of VLD were established, it was integrated into the old branch
finding algorithm. After that a very tight estimation for the branch nodes was found.
This estimation can predict the global number of branch nodes, before the tree structure
is generally known. The branches can be determined directly after the domain decompo-
sition a-priori with O(1). This was also adapted for the original branch concept. On
the basis of the estimate a new algorithm has been developed. In further investigations,
the weaknesses of the novel concept were considered. The VLD depends heavily on the
domain decomposition, but this is also the case for the original concept. For all of the
consideration it is important to know, that the determination of the branch nodes is a
problem of the linear key space, generated by the mapping rule of an arbitrary self-similar
space-filling curve. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the branches are independently of the
SFC.
First of all, the weaknesses of the original branch concept are highlighted. At the limits
of the local domain, the original concept causes many small branch nodes at a high level,
which may be replaced by a single branch at a lower level. This effect is illustrated for 2
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tasks in Figure 5.1. The problem can be recognized equally for both tasks.
Figure 5.1: Small branch nodes at the edges of the local domains, that arise by the original
branch concept for two tasks.
As a reminder, the keys, that were generated during the domain decomposition, are
stored in the array pekeys. Thereby, the local domain of the task p can be expressed by
kp,min = pekeys(1) and kp,max = pekeys(np), where np describes the number of local
particles. All local tree nodes, including the fill nodes are stored in array treekeys. The
problem is caused by the exact resolution of the local domain. For this reason, very
small branches are detected at the limit of the local domain. The current algorithm is
not implemented perfectly, but this fact is discussed later. Since it is the goal to get as
few branch nodes as possible, the algorithm starts at level 1, where the largest nodes are
placed, regarding the contained nlev-cells. As a start condition, all keys with the level 1
are filtered from the array treekeys. The calculation of the level is very easy:
level = log8(key). (5.1)
Then it is checked whether all nodes below this key are lying entirely in the local domain
or not. Therefore, the parent cell of the boundary particles, kp,min and kp,max , that applies
to the current level, is encrypted. This can be done by a simple shift operation, as depicted
in Example 5.2.1. In the following these parent cells are called leftLimitMeLevel and
rightLimitMeLevel. Left and right is according to the linear space.
Finally, each tree node at the certain level, denoted with searchkey, is compared with
the corresponding parent-cell of the boundary particle. The branch condition is:
leftLimitMeLevel < searchkey < rightLimitMeLevel. (5.2)
If the condition is satisfied, then searchkey is included in the list of branch nodes.
Otherwise, the key is split into its children. For the next level and a finer resolution the
child keys are stored in a todo-list. For any level the todo-list is sorted. Finally, the
algorithm terminates, when the todo-list for the next level does not contain any key. The
disadvantages of this algorithm are:
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• The level for approximately 8/7 ·N /P (homogeneous) or 2 ·N /P (inhomogeneous)
nodes must be calculated for the initial condition (the number of overall nodes,
means leaves plus twigs, was described in Section 3.1.2, page 25).
• The local tree must be traversed, in a worst case, up to nlev.
• The branch candidates in the todo-list are sorted for each level.
• The branch condition, which reflects the original concept.
• The todo-list length must be estimated and causes memory waste.
Since the tree nodes in treekeys are based on pekeys, in any case the twigs at the edge
of the local domain are resolved at a finer level. This continues level-by-level until any
twig at the edge is resolved in all its leaves, as illustrated in Figure 3.10, page 29, where
almost all the leaves have been detected as a branch. This process is generally described
in Figure 5.2. Here, an abstract view on the nodes, which are branch candidates, for each
level is provided. The nodes at the edges (left and right) are divided into their child cells.
This matter is described by a red colored cell, which is divided in 4 children (2D). On the
next level the children are resolved. The process continues and in turn the nodes at the
edges are not recognized as a branch and resolved in 4 (child) keys thereof.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Figure 5.2: Process that leads to very fine branches at the edges of the local domain. Green
cells mark a detected branch. Red cells at the edges are resolved in their children and marked
red.
5.1 Idea of Virtual Local Domains
Currently, unused space exists between the local domains, as shown in Figure 5.3. The idea
arises, that this space can be optimally shared between adjacent tasks in order to reduce
the number all local branches. The small branches at a high level, get the possibility to
jump to a lower level, because they get more space. Another and more important point
is, that the possibility exists that several branches merge into a common parent cell into
a single branch node. Accordingly, with the minimisation of all local branch nodes, the
global amount is optimized.
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Figure 5.3: The unused key space is shown for 2 tasks. The domain of task 0 is red and the
domain of task 1 is light-blue colored. It is differentiated between two types of unused space.
Firstly, the space between two tasks (e.g. between task 1 and 2), that is filled with horizontal
lines. Secondly, the space between the limit of the global key space and the first and last tasks,
respectively. This is highlighted with crossed lines.
The unused space is bounded by exactly two tasks. Both should have a minimum num-
ber of local branches, therefore the range must be shared fairly, to minimize the global sum.
The fact is exploited that branches are nothing else than tree nodes. Especially, the start
of a branch is located at discrete keys (of the level nlev), see Definition 3.1.2 (iii), page 28.
The unused space between task p and task p + 1 can be uniquely identified by the
keys kp,max and kp+1,min . The limits can be accessed without any communication, since
the boundary keys for adjacent tasks are stored. Moreover, branches start and end at
multiples of the power of 8: c · 8nlev−level ≡ c · 8τ . In order to achieve as large branch
nodes as possible, a multiple of the highest power of 8 is required inside the unused space.
Since the number of levels is limited, this leads to Equation 5.3. Colloquially, the power
τp , the highest power in the unused space between task p and p +1, is maximised for any
multiple c ∈ N, in order to minimise the amount of local branches:
τp = max
{
i ∈ {0, . . . , nlev} : kp,max < c · 8
i ≤ kp+1,min
}
, for any c ∈ N. (5.3)
Let τp be the optimal branch level, then
Lp ∈
{⌊
(kp,max + 1)
8τp
⌋
8τp , . . . ,
⌊
(kp+1,min)
8τp
⌋
8τp
}
.
This defines the VLLs (Virtual Local Limits) Lp−1 and Lp+1 for the task p, thus span-
ning its VLD. If the VLLs are processed across all tasks, then the entire global key space
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is used and covered by branch nodes. For the first and last task an extra rule is defined in
a natural way. They can access the smallest or the largest key, as left respectively right
VLL. In the following, the strength of the new concept is shown for a 2D example.
Example 5.1.1. We take a 2D example with two tasks (Hashed-Quad-Tree with basis
4), that corresponds to Figure 5.3, page 66. The domain of task 0 is limited by k0,min = 2
and k0,max = 26. For task 1 the limits are k1,min = 33 and k1,max = 56. The VLL between
both tasks is L0 = 32. Only cells that contain at least one particle are counted as a branch
node. With the new approach, it is possible to reduce the number of branches from 16 to
4.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Comparison of the original and the Virtual Local Domain branch concept for 2
tasks and a 2D particle distribution. (a)-(b) The domains for both branch concepts are shown.
The domain of task 0 is colored red and the one of task 1 is marked with light-blue. The
boundary particles of every task are colored equally. In (b), the concept of VLD was used to
adapt the domain. In (c)-(d), the branches are shown for both concepts. The novel concept
provides a magnitudes smaller amount of branch nodes.
In Chapter 3 the flow of the HOT-scheme was depicted. At this stage, a hierarchical
view of the data structure was shown. Supplementary, the strength of VLD is underlined
by a comparison to the original concept, as illustrated in Figure 5.5, page 68. In this
example, the global amount of branch nodes was halved from 14 to 7.
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(b) VLD
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the original branch concept and the novel Virtual Local Domains
for a hierarchical view of a global tree. The example was also used in Chapter 3. The global
amount was halved by VLD. For task 0, the local amount was reduced from 3 to 1 branch node.
Here 3 children melt into one parent cell. For task 1, both concepts are equal. The number of
branch nodes for task 2 is reduced by 1 and for task 3 a reduction from 5 to 1 can be observed.
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As a necessary requirement for VLD, Equation 5.3 must be solved efficiently, to bring
this concept into practice.
The highest power within an interval can be determined by the highest digit of the
limits that differ. The Xor(kp,max , kp+1,min) highlights the different bits of kp,max and
kp+1,min . The application of a logarithmic operation provides the level, and therefore the
highest power of 8 in the unused space (see Equation 5.1). Accordingly, the following
applies:
τp = ⌊log8(Xor(kp,max , kp+1,min))⌋ . (5.4)
Example 5.1.2. We consider the interval (33, 38] in a 2D example with basis 4:
(33)10 = (100001)2
(38)10 = (100110)2
Xor(33, 38) = (000111)2 = (7)10.
So, τp = ⌊log4(7)⌋ is 1 and Lp =
⌊
38
4(1)
⌋
· 4(1) = 9 · 4 = 36 holds.
5.2 Application of VLD to the Branching Algorithm
The modified algorithm proceeds similar to the present one. However, the branch condi-
tion (see Equation 5.2) must be adjusted to VLD and special issues must be considered.
Additionally, disadvantages of the current version are tuned. The keys from the array
pekeys correspond to a quantisation of the level nlev. These keys, kp,max and kp+1,min ,
are used to determine the VLL. So the VLL is also at this level. The keys from the field
treekeys correspond to tree nodes at any level. To compare the keys at the same level,
the appropriate information must be extracted from the VLL. This corresponds to the
parent cell of the VLL of the specific level (the step) of the branch finding routine. This
is determined by a shift operation, as explained in Example 5.2.1. This procedure is used
in the same way for many other situations, like the local tree build.
Example 5.2.1. The 2D case is considered with a maximal refinement level nlev=3.
The limits of the unused space are kp,max = 26 and kp+1,min = 33. The VLL Lp =
(32)10 = (100000)2 is calculated by Equation 5.4. For every level level = 1, . . . , 3 the
parent cell is calculated. In binary representation, the bits of the VLL are described with
λj , j = 0, . . . , 2 · nlev− 1:
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Level 1 : (100000)2 ⇒
5∑
j=4
λj · 2
j = (10)2 = (2)4
Level 2 : (100000)2 ⇒
5∑
j=2
λj · 2
j = (1000)2 = (20)4
Level 3 : (100000)2 ⇒
5∑
j=0
λj · 4
j = (100000)2 = (200)4 .
In Figure 5.6 the particular cells of the VLL are displayed.
(a) 1st level parent cell (b) 2nd level parent cell (c) 3rd level parent cell
Figure 5.6: Calculation of parent cells for any self-similar space-filling curve. The Hilbert-curve
is used. The appropriate curve for every level is shown.
Another issue is, that the left VLL of each task apart from task 0, must be shifted by
one to the left. This can be studied in Example 5.2.2. With the same considerations, the
right VLL of the task P − 1 must be shifted by one to the right. For this case, attention
must be paid, because of a binary overflow.
Example 5.2.2. The same preconditions as in Example 5.2.1 hold. In the following, the
branch algorithm is mimicked for the initial VLL and the modified VLL, for the first key
of task 1, k1,min = 33. The initial VLL is L0 = 32:
Level 1 : (32)10 = (200)4 ⇒ 2, (33)10 = (201)4 ⇒ 2, not fulfilled (2 < 2)
Level 2 : (32)10 = (200)4 ⇒ 8, (33)10 = (201)4 ⇒ 8, not fulfilled (8 < 8)
Level 3 : (32)10 = (200)4 ⇒ 32, (33)10 = (201)4 ⇒ 33, fulfilled (32 < 33).
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The modified VLL is L0 = 31:
Level 1 : (31)10 = (133)4 ⇒ 1, (33)10 = (201)4 ⇒ 2, fulfilled (1 < 2)
With the initial VLL, the branch algorithm recognizes the branch at the 3rd level,
whereas the modified VLL detects a branch at the 1st level, which is correct.
Now a few optimisation issues are explained. For some reason, the todo-list is sorted
each step in the old version of this routine. The number of these candidates for any
level is 8level. This can be very expensive, when the branch algorithm enters high levels.
The same effect can be obtained when the 1st level branch candidates are sorted. If this
candidates are not recognized as a branch node, then they are split into their 2nd level
children and are put in the todo-list. This list is sorted automatically, because the children
are calculated in sequence. In Example 5.2.3, the reason for the reduction is portrayed.
Example 5.2.3. The sorted 1st level branch candidates can look like: {(0)4, (1)4, (2)4, (3)4}.
Assuming that the algorithm does not detect any candidate as a branch node, then every
key is resolved in its child cells. As a consequence, the 2nd level branch candidates are
intrinsically sorted:
{(00)4, (01)4, (02)4, (03)4︸ ︷︷ ︸
(0)4
, (10)4, (11)4, (12)4, (13)4︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)4
, . . .
. . . , (20)4, (21)4, (22)4, (23)4︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)4
, (30)4, (31)4, (32)4, (33)4︸ ︷︷ ︸
(3)4
}.
This process can be continued and everytime a sorted list is the result. The essential
condition is, that the initial list of the 1st level candidates is sorted.
Another part that can be tuned, is the determination of all first level keys, which are
required as a initial condition for the branch algorithm. So far, for all twigs and leafs the
level is computed. The overall number of nodes is approximately 8/7·N /P (homogeneous)
and 2 · N /P (inhomogeneous), as described in Section 3.1.2, page 25.
The new idea is to use the mapping property of the hash function. As a reminder,
keys on a lower or equal level than h, are directly mapped on the address (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2, page 25). Instead of an iteration over all local nodes, artificial 1st level keys
are constructed. If a hash entry for the artificial key exists (address = key), then a 1st
level branch candidate is detected. In Example 5.2.4, the mapping property of the hash
function is shown for an exemplary 1st level key.
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Example 5.2.4. We take the hash constant 31 (h = 5) and any 1st level key like (2)4.
Then following holds:
And((000010)2, (011111)2)⇒ (000010)2 = (2)4.
Once the new concept is integrated into the branching algorithm, further optimisation
topics are considered. The next novel development is a tight a-priori estimation of the
number of local and global branch nodes for the VLD concept.
5.3 The Cross Sum Branch Node Estimator
With the original branch concept a tight a-priori estimation of the number of branch nodes
is still impossible. The branch nodes at the edges of the local domain are grained. That
cannot be accurately forecast. The concept of VLD allows a tight a-priori estimation,
which is called the CSBE (Cross Sum Branch Node Estimator). This novel estimation is
introduced in the following.
The VLD of the task p is limited by the VLL Lp−1 and Lp . These limits are calculated
from keys of the level nlev. Hence both VLL are on the highest refinement level, too.
Overall the VLD is assembled from ncells := Lp − Lp−1 + 1 nlev-cells, which should be
apportioned within the set of branches. The idea for the estimation comes from the
octal-representation of ncells :
ncells =
nlev∑
i=0
γi8
i = (γnlev . . . γ0)8 .
Metaphorically, a number is made up of portions with the size 8i and the multiplicity
γi . If all portions are added, then the composite number results. Also branches can
be interpreted as portions, that include a certain number of nlev-cells (see Definition
3.1.2, page 28(ii)). Analogously, γi describes the number of branches for a given size
8i . But it has to be paid attention to the level of this branch. A branch at the 1st
level includes 8nlev cells from the level nlev. A 2nd level branch includes 8nlev−1 thereof.
Finally, a branch at the level nlev includes exactly 80 = 1 nlev-cell. According to this,
the highest digit γnlev is the multiplicity of large 1st level branches and γ0 of branches
at nlev. Consequentially, γnlev−level describes the number of branches at a given level.
The cross sum brings an estimation for the local number of branches B˜local and gives the
estimator the name:
B˜local =
nlev∑
i=0
γi .
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This is an estimation, because in practice only branches are counted, that include
at least one particle, which is not guaranteed here. But with an increasing number of
particles and only large branches, this estimation should be very tight. This is because
the probabilty is lower, that a branch does not contain a particle. A closer investigation
of this topic can be found in Section 5.6.
The problem of this (simple) estimation is, that the branches are starting and ending
at discrete positions, which do not match the level. The condition (iii) of the Definition
3.1.2, page 28 is bruised. Geometrically, it means that abstract instead of cubic forms are
embraced, which may ultimately falsify the number. To outsource this error, the branches
must be aligned to a reference point. Even the largest branches must be aligned. Hence
a respective reference point must be found. Finally, the largest limit Rp , which is located
within the VLD and applies to the lowest branch level, is needed. Following well-known
formula, now the VLL are used instead, arises
τRp = max
{
i ∈ {0, . . . , nlev} : Lp−1 < c · 8
i ≤ Lp
}
,
which can be solved by Equation 5.4. Let τRp be the level of the reference point that
equals the optimal branch level, then
Rp ∈
{⌊
(Lp−1 + 1)
8τRp
⌋
8τRp , . . . ,
⌊
(Lp)
8τRp
⌋
8τRp
}
.
Now we can represent the VLD as
D1 := Rp − Lp−1 =
nlev∑
j=0
αj · 8
j , D2 := Lp − Rp =
nlev∑
j=0
βj · 8
j + 1 ,
and all conditions of the branch definition are fulfilled. The overlap condition is guaranteed
by VLD. The digits αj and βj describe the number of branches in the respective sub domain
for every level. With it, the correct number of local branches can be estimated
B˜local =
nlev∑
i=0
(αi + βi).
If we use a reduction operation across all MPI ranks, we can establish a tight upper
bound B˜ of the global number of branches, using
B˜ =
P−1∑
p=0
nlev∑
j=0
(α
(p)
j + β
(p)
j ).
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The next example shows, that a reference point is essential for a correct estimation.
Example 5.3.1. We take the VLD {17, . . . , 33}. The simple estimation provides
(33− 17 + 1)10 = (17)10 = (010001)2 = (101)4 ⇒ 1 + 0 + 1 = 2 branches,
while the local CSBE provides 8 branch nodes:
D1 = (32− 17)10 = (15)10 = (001111)2 = (033)4 ⇒ 0 + 3 + 3 = 6 branches
D2 = (33− 32 + 1)10 = (2)10 = (000010)2 = (002)4 ⇒ 0 + 0 + 2 = 2 branches.
The problem necessity of a reference point, for the alignment of the branch nodes is
geometrically shown:
(a) VLD (b) simple estimation (c) CSBE
Figure 5.7: Necessity of a reference point as an essential ingredient for the Cross Sum Branch
Node Estimator. A 1st level branch is green, a 2nd level branch blue and a 3rd level branch red
colored. The local CSBE provides correct branch nodes.
Now the CSBE is applied to the standard example, which was pursued through the
entire chapter (see Example 5.1.1). Once again, this example demonstrates the usage of
reference points. In some situations several reference points are available.
Example 5.3.2. The VLD is {27, . . . , 56}. The simple estimation provides:
(56− 27 + 1)10 = (30)10 = (011110)2 = (132)4 ⇒ 1 + 3 + 2 = 6 branches. (5.5)
Coincidentially, the number of branches for the simple estimation equals the CSBE (see
Example 5.3.1). The abstract shape of the branch nodes is illustrated in Figure 5.8.
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(a) VLD (b) ”branch nodes”
Figure 5.8: Abstract shaped branch nodes for the simple estimation and the standard example.
In this VLD two reference points {Rp} ∈ {32, 48} are located. For Rp = 32: D1 =
D1,1 ∪ D1,2 = {27, . . . , 31} ∪ {32, . . . , 56}, the CSBE provides:
D1,1 = (32− 27)10 = (5)10 = (000101)2 = (11)4 ⇒ 0 + 1 + 1 = 2 branches
D1,2 = (56− 32 + 1)10 = (25)10 = (011001)2 = (121)4 ⇒ 1 + 2 + 1 = 4 branches.
Overall, 2 + 4 = 6 local branch nodes are estimated. The branch nodes for every sub
domain are displayed in Figure 5.9. For Rp = 48 the decomposition is: D2 = D2,1∪D2,2 =
{27, . . . , 47}∪{48, . . . , 56}. The branches for this decomposition are shown in Figure 5.10.
In turn the CSBE results in 6 branch nodes:
D2,1 = (48− 27)10 = (21)10 = (010101)2 = (111)4 ⇒ 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 branches
D2,2 = (56− 48 + 1)10 = (9)10 = (001001)2 = (021)4 ⇒ 0 + 2 + 1 = 3 branches.
A novel branch estimation was introduced in detail. Without any knowledge of the
tree, the branch nodes can be constructed a-priori. This leads to the conclusion, that a
new branch algorithm can be built on the basis of CSBE. An estimation is also derived
for the original branch concept. The same terms and conditions, like the reference point,
are needed. We get the estimation by the substitution of the VLLs and the real limits,
kp,min and kp,max , in various equations. The following equation holds:
D1 := Rp − kp,min =
nlev∑
j=0
αj · 8
j , D2 := kp,max − Rp =
nlev∑
j=0
βj · 8
j + 1 .
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(a) D1 (b) D1,1 (c) D1,2
Figure 5.9: Estimated branch nodes with the reference point Rp = 32 and the respective sub
domains.
(a) D2 (b) D2,1 (c) D2,2
Figure 5.10: Estimated branch nodes with the reference Rp = 48 and the respective sub
domains.
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5.4 Introduction of a Novel Branching Algorithm
The CSBE provides the number of local branches for each level. Based on this information,
the position, equivalent to the key of every branch node, can be derived. One further
fundamental insight is, that as the branch size decreases, the level increases monotonic,
respectively, from the reference point Rp. Since this point was calculated by the VLL,
which are keys of the level nlev, the reference point is also at this level. Furthermore,
the entire local domain was split in D1 and D2. For both sub domains the branches are
calculated separately.
The idea is to calculate any nlev-key lying inside the branch domain (see Defini-
tion 3.1.2, page 28) and calculate the appropriate parent cell applying the level of the
branch (see Example 5.2.1).
Without loss of generality this is described for D1, which is located prior (left) to the
reference point. A pointer r is set to the reference point. Then the number of nlev cells,
which are contained in the branch, is subtracted from this pointer. For this value, the
appropriate parent cell (the level is known) is calculated and the key of the branch results.
Iteratively, for every branch node at any level this simple procedure is processed. In every
case the pointer is the first nlev cell of the current branch node. For D2 the number
of nlev cells is added to the counter. The novel branching algorithm can be directly
performed after the domain decomposition. Finally, the following equation holds for a
correct pointer r and a branch at the appropriate level:
branchKey = And((8nlev+1 − 1)− (8level+1 − 1), r − 8nlev−level). (5.6)
Since the CSBE is only an estimation, branch nodes are introduced, that are not
present in the local tree. Hence, the hash address is calculated for the branch key (see
Equation 3.1, page 25). If the key exists in the hash table (the address is calculated),
then a branch node is identified. Naturally, this can be done even after the local tree
construction. The additional amount of time for the construction of branch nodes, which
are not present in the local tree vanishes, because the tightness of CSBE (see Section 5.6.3).
The algorithmic complexity is of the order O(nlev), because branch nodes at all levels
must be resolved, since one missing digit in the representation of D1 or D2, αi = 0 or
βi = 0 does not induce that the local tree does not contain a branch node at a deeper
level.
Because the run time for this step can be neglected, a comparison with the old algorithm
is not performed here. The novel branching algorithm is faster then the original code with
the old concept and the original code with VLD. Furthermore, it does not need an initial
state and the construction of child keys. The local tree does not have to be traversed.
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5.5 Capabilities of Virtual Local Domains
Besides the advantages of the VLD concept, one must also know its limits. The success
of this novel branching concept heavily depends on the particle dispersal in the domain
decomposition. But this issue holds for the original concept as well.
In Figure 5.11 a worstcase scenario, regarding the distribution of the particles after the
domain decomposition, is presented. A single key, at the maximal refinement level (here
nlev=3) crosses the highest possible VLL and extends into a 1st level branch node. For
a one sided infiltration of a branch node at level l1 by another branch node at level l2 the
number of additional branches is
(
23 − 1
)
|l1 − l2| ≡ (8− 1) |l1 − l2| . (5.7)
For this reason, a large number of branch nodes (in this 2D case (22−1) |1− 3| = 6 extra
branches result) are introduced. If the single key would be shifted to the adjacent task
(task 0), then 4 instead of 10 global branch nodes would result. But the load-balancing
could be affected in a negative way by this shift.
(a) VLD (b) branch nodes
Figure 5.11: Capability of the VLD concept. A worst case scenario is presented.
For large scales, where the branch exchange is a major part of the total run time, a
mixed load-balancing strategy can be imagined. Currently, the number of interactions
of the previous time step is decisive for the weights of the sort in the domain decom-
positon (see Section 3.1.1, page 23). But for large scales, the exchange instead of the
tree traversal dominates the total run time. This exchange benefits from the shift of
some particles to adjacent tasks, because the global number of branch nodes decreases.
According to this, it is decided whether the particle is shifted or not.
Another issue that affects VLD, is the selection of the task count. At least for the
homogeneous case, the concept of VLD benefits from the selection of 8x tasks, because
the VLL are automatically aligned to the maximum branch level.
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Nevertheless, the VLD concept, regarding the number of branch nodes, is optimal.
The proof is omitted, since this concept is constructed to provide the minimal number of
branches. An idea for the proof is: assume that the optimal VLL is on a higher level.
Then the CSBE shows that the number of branch nodes is increased, which leads to a
contradiction. The selection of a VLL at a lower level produces a contradiction to the
branch definition, since each branch must overlap all child cells.
5.6 Effects of Virtual Local Domains in PEPC
The effects of the VLD concept for the parallel tree code Pepc are statistically examined
in this section. A comparison to the original concept is made. Especially, the local and
global branch amount is intensively researched. In addition, the power of the CSBE is
analysed and novel possibilities of application of the VLD concept are introduced.
5.6.1 Number of Global Branch Nodes
In this section, the global number of branch nodes is studied for VLD and the original
concept. As described in Section 3.2, page 34, the global branch nodes must be stored in
the local hash table of each tasks and consume a lot of memory. In addition, theses nodes
are exchanged between all tasks, which prevents the scaling of a parallel HOT-scheme
and the anticipated code Pepc, since their amount immensely increases for large scales.
Therefore, it is a distinct topic to reduce the number of branch nodes to a minimum. In
Figure 5.12 the global amount is only visualised for the inhomogeneous setup, because the
difference to the homogeneous one is marginal.
N P original VLD ratio
0.125 · 106 2 156 8 5%
8.000 · 106 4096 140559 55313 39%
2048 · 106 16384 999960 208538 21%
Table 5.1: Comparison of the original branch concept and the one of VLD for selected particle
and task counts and an inhomogeneous particle setup. The new concept only brings a small
fraction of the original branch number.
In contrast to the original concept, the number of global branch nodes does not depend
on the number of local particles. Furthermore, in every case the concept of VLD produces
less branch nodes. In Table 5.1, the strength of the VLD concept is underlined by the
data of selected particle and task counts. According to Figure 5.12, the original concept
seems to converge towards the number of global branch nodes of the VLD concept for
an increasing number of tasks, but very slowly. This can be explained as follows: for an
increasing number of tasks, the local particle number N /P decreases. Hence, the number
of branches in the grained region at the edges of the local domain is reduced. For a
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vanishing number of special cases and an extraordinary small number of local particles
both concepts are equal. However, this does not appear in practice. The number of global
branches for the original concept depends on the number of local particles N /P and the
number of tasks P . In contrast, the order of the global number of branch nodes for the
VLD concept is O(P). This yields an O(1) behaviour of the number of local branch nodes
and is further investigated in the next section.
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Figure 5.12: Number of global branch nodes for the original and the VLD concept for an inho-
mogeneous setup. The novel concept provides a magnitudes smaller number of global branches
and does not depend on the local particle number N /P .
For P = 16384, approximately 800000 global branches are saved. Theoretically, with-
out the provision for other factors, in each local hash table 800000 entries are saved. This
can be used for additional particles. Assume that Pepc is at the memory limit, then
approximately 13 · 109 additional particles could be simulated. Moreover, the benefit for
the exchange is studied. In Figure 5.13 the timings are shown for the inhomogeneous
case. Naturally, the times for the VLD concept are smaller than for the original concept,
since less data (global branch nodes) is interchanged. For the original concept, the sepa-
rate curves for different local particle counts are displaced (dependy to the local particle
number). The exchange timings satisfy the curves for the global branch nodes, and are
displaced as well. This fact underlines the MPI Allgatherv dependency on the data
volume.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the orginal and VLD concept. The time consumption of the
exchange step is displayed. The time for the exchange step is reduced by the novel VLD
concept.
For the novel concept, the exchange curves are placed on an imagined line, because
the local particle number does not influence the number of global branch nodes as seen in
Figure 5.12. In Table 5.2, the time for the exchange step is shown for selected task and
particle counts.
N P original [s] VLD [s] ratio
0.125 · 106 4 0.39 · 10−2 0.77 · 10−3 20%
8.000 · 106 4096 0.61 0.41 67%
2048 · 106 16384 4.60 2.51 55%
Table 5.2: Comparison of the orginal concept and VLD for the time consumption of the
exchange step for selected task and particle counts. This time is reduced by the novel VLD
concept.
As a consequence, the overall scaling of the code benefits from the reduction of the time
of the exchange step. Furthermore, the memory reduction, which is caused by the VLD
approach allows larger scales. This is because many global branches are saved and do not
have to be integrated into every local hash table. In Figure 5.14, the scaling for Pepc is
shown for maximal 73728 MPI-tasks. Linked with the hybrid ansatz, with 4 threads per
MPI-task, the entire system JUGENE is utilized. For the future, the new branch concept
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with additional modifications (presented in Section 5.6.4) promises extreme scales up to
294912 MPI-tasks.
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Figure 5.14: Scaling of the code with the Virtual Local Domain concept for an inhomogeneous
setup up to 73728 MPI-tasks for selected particle setups and relevant steps of the HOT-sheme.
The dotted lines marks the exchange. The dashed lines show the traversal. Solid lines
correspond to the total run time. The novel VLD approach provides less global branch nodes.
Therefore, the code can reach larger scales (regarding memory). The scalibity benefits from a
reduced exchange time.
Moreover, other steps of the HOT-scheme are influenced by the novel VLD concept:
• The construction of global fill nodes benefits from the novel concept, since the branch
levels are smaller and less nodes are introduced.
• The calculation of the pseudo-particle properties does not benefit directly, because
the number of nodes is the same for both concepts. However, the pseudo-particle
information of the branch nodes is also broadcasted, but this is respected in the
exchange step.
• For the tree traversal the new concept provides more communication. For the
original concept with its large number of small branches, the request is made auto-
matically. In contrast, the large branches of the VLD concept must resolved into its
children and requested from the owner. As shown in Chapter 4 the communication
was reduced by the Hilbert-curve. This has no significant influence on the run time
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of the tree traversal. Therefore, the concept of VLD does not bring any disad-
vantages for the run time of the tree traversal. This can be concluded by the
comparison of Figure 5.14 and Figure 3.14, page 36.
5.6.2 Local Branch Nodes
This sections deals with the effect of the VLD concept on the number of local branch
nodes. In Figure 5.15, the average number, with the respective minimum and maximum
region is shown for both setups.
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Figure 5.15: Average number of local branch nodes and the respective minimum and maximum
regions for the original concept and VLD for a homogeneous and inhomogeneous setup. For the
VLD concept for both setups the average local branch number remains constant for an increasing
task count. The local branch amount of the original concept are magnitudes larger and decreases
for increasing scales.
For VLD, the local amount of branch nodes remains constant for both setups and an
increasing number of tasks for every particle number N . Especially, the power of 8 aligned
minima, as described in Section 5.5, can be seen for the homogeneous setup. For various
task counts, the minimal local branch number, which is given by the definition, is reached.
For the inhomogeneous setup, the necessity of a tight branch estimation is shown by large
local maxima for large scales. This results from VLLs lying within dense regions, where the
tree is very deep. Despite of this, VLD compensates the deviation between the separate
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tasks and provides a constant number of local branch nodes for every setup. Thus, the
number of local branches is O(1), as concluded in the previous section. For every local
domain, approximately 10 branch nodes are needed. Since this number is constant, the
branch amount can be estimated by 10P , without the evaluation of the CSBE.
In fact, the average local amount of branches decreases for the original concept, but it
is magnitudes larger than for the novel VLD concept. This issue can be explained by the
decreasing number of local paticles N /P : the probabilty, that a branch is located within
the grained region at the edges of the local domain reduces. For the original concept, no
significant difference can be seen between both setups. A small deviation of this concept
signifies, that the local branches heavily depend on the grained region at the edges of the
local domain. Whereas the large deviation of the novel concept shows an adjustment to
the optimal VLD.
5.6.3 Power of the Cross Sum Branch Node Estimator
The advantages of the VLD concept in comparison to the original concept were shown
and legitimated in the previous sections. Now the power of the CSBE is researched.
Additionally, the adapted CSBE for the original concept is studied. In Figure 5.16, the
CSBE for the homogeneous setup, and in Figure 5.17, the CSBE for the inhomogeneous
one, is shown.
N P VLD CSBE coverage
homogeneous
0.125 · 106 2 8 8 100.00%
8.000 · 106 4096 55313 55412 99.82%
2048 · 106 16384 208538 208538 100.00%
inhomogeneous
0.125 · 106 2 21 29 72.41%
8.000 · 106 4096 55791 60667 91.96%
2048 · 106 16384 210768 220262 95.67%
Table 5.3: Coverage of the CSBE for the VLD concept. For the homogeneous case the coverage
is excellent. An acceptable coverage is observed for the inhomogeneous case.
For the homogeneous case, the coverage of the CSBE is almost 100 percent and the
curve in Figure 5.16 cannot be separated from the real global branch nodes. For an
inhomogeneous case, the estimation is not so tight, but still arround 90 percent. As
mentioned above, the VLLs can be located within dense regions with a high tree depth.
Hence the CSBE cannot be expected to be so tight, because branch nodes are estimated,
that do not contain a particle. For an increased local particle number N /P , the CSBE
increases, because the probability decreases, that an estimated branch does not contain a
particle. This can be seen in Table 5.3. Overall, this observation leads to the conclusion,
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that the number of global branch nodes can be estimated very tightly. Furthermore, one
challenging part for the estimation of the memory amount for the hash table was clarified
(see Section 3.2, page 34).
N P original CSBE coverage
homogeneous
N = 0.125 · 106 2 156 354 44.07%
N = 8.000 · 106 4096 140559 506645 27.74%
N = 2048 · 106 16384 999960 2152944 46.45%
inhomogeneous
0.125 · 106 2 98 297 33.00%
8.000 · 106 4096 138472 455257 30.41%
2048 · 106 16384 982068 1937427 50.69%
Table 5.4: Coverage of the adapted CSBE for the original concept. The coverage is low. Hence
in practice, many memory would be wasted. For this reason, the adapted CSBE is does not yield
an accurate prediction of the branch nodes and the memory consumption of global branches in
every local hash table.
In every case, the adapted CSBE for the original concept purveys a deficient estimation.
The grained branch nodes at the edges of the local domain results in a large number of
estimated branch nodes, which are not present in the local tree. E.g. for the case with
P = 16384, an absolute error of approximately 1000000 branch nodes results for every
setup. In Table 5.4 the estimation is listed for selected task and particle counts. In
a nutshell, the adapted CSBE equals for both setups and the estimation is useless in
practice, since the coverage is low and a large abolute error is observed. The concept of
VLD in conjuntion with the CSBE provides a tight a-priori estimator for the local and
global branch nodes. The branches for the homogeneous case are estimated more tight.
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(b) VLD and CSBE
Figure 5.16: Cross Sum Branch Node Estimator for the homogeneous setup and both branching
concepts. For the VLD concept, the CSBE is very tight. The adapted CSBE provides a bad
estimation.
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(b) VLD and CSBE
Figure 5.17: Cross Sum Branch Node Estimator for the inhomogeneous setup and both branch-
ing concepts. Likewise the adapted CSBE does not estimate tight. Contrary to the estimation
for the original concept, the CSBE in conjunction with the VLD concept has a high coverage.
For the homogeneous case, the coverage (the power of the CSBE) is larger.
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5.6.4 Perspective of Virtual Local Domains
The novel concept of VLD provides a lot of further advantages and possibilities of appli-
cation. In this section, two possible improvements for the HOT-scheme are introduced.
The first idea depicts a further reduction of the global branches for the individual
task. It is possible to calculate all global branch nodes on each task for all other tasks,
by the knowledge of all limits, which were setup in the domain decomposition. Since
the average number of local branch nodes is constant, this requires an effort of O(P).
Regarding memory consumption, the calculation of all global branch nodes for each task
is not a problem, because the CSBE provides the global amount of branch nodes, and
the array size is known. The CSBE and the anticipated branch finding algorithm are
implemented very fast. Accordingly, the time consumption for this step should be small.
After all branch nodes of the other tasks are known, it could be geometrically estimated, as
shown in Figure 5.18, which non-local branch nodes are required for the force summation,
the tree traversal respectively, for each task. The geometric criterion is a modification
of the Barnes-Hut MAC (see Equation 2.3, page 9). The geometrical MAC fits to a worst
case. The distance d for the BH MAC is determined by the particle position and the center
of charge of the pseudo-particle. Hence, for the novel geometric estimation, which valuates
two pseudo-particles, the worst case for both center of charges must be taken. This is the
minimum distance between the cells. Besides the reduction of the memory amount for
the global branch nodes in the local hash table, all interaction partners could be obtained
a-priori. Hence, the set of interaction partners could contain some not required nodes,
because the CSBE is an estimation.
s
d
Figure 5.18: Geometric estimation for the purpose of a further reduction of global branches
in the local hash table based on the VLD concept. The black circles mark the real center of
charges of the pseudo-particle in the specific cell. The distance d is a worst case estimation.
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Based on the knowlegde of all branch nodes, which are required for the tree walk,
the number of requested nodes could be estimated. By this, all parts of the memory
estimation for the local hash table (see Section 3.2, page 34) are known. In the current
implementation this is done by an artificial input parameter, which usually allocates the
available memory. Hence, for small local particle numbers, unneccessary memory alloca-
tion, which costs a lot of time, can be saved. However, the number of hash collisions could
be affected, which then has to be studied in another context.
The second idea could optimise the calculation of global fill nodes above the branch
level. The construction of local fill nodes intrinsically happens when the the local tree
is built. The current implementation disregards these nodes, because they may be incom-
plete. A novel idea would be to retain all local fill nodes. Now, the local hash entries,
which describe the fill nodes could be merged:
• The leaves are added.
• The childcode is linked by an Or operation.
A problem is the determination of the appropriate range in the hash table. Here, the
novel concept of VLD with the CSBE could be a solution. Since the number of global
fill nodes is minimised for the VLD concept, this novel idea could be efficiently applied in
practice.
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Chapter 6
Compendium
In this chapter, the massive impacts of this master thesis for the parallel BH tree code
Pepc are summarized. Being free of any change for the front-ends, the kernel of this
application was modified by two relevant approaches. A comparison between the original
version of the Pepc kernel and the one after this thesis is shown Figure 6.1.
(a) Morton-curve and original
branch concept
(b) Hilbert-curve and VLD concept
Figure 6.1: Illustration of the basic modification of the Pepc kernel, that were introduced in
line with this thesis and applied to the code. Through the Hilbert-curve, the data-locality is
improved and divided domains are disregarded. The novel VLD concept reduces the number of
branch nodes to a remarkable optimum.
The first modification is the replacement of the Morton- by the Hilbert-curve. As
shown statistically, the Hilbert-curve provides an immense reduction of communication
in the irregular structure of the combined tree traversal and force summation in the
hybrid MPI-PTHREADS approach. In addition, fast Hilbert-mapping algorithms were
introduced and generalized on all possible 2D Hilbert-patterns as well as novel SFCs.
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The modification with the highest outcome, is the novel branch concept. The VLD
concept provides an optimal reduction of the branch data structure in a data-distributed
parallel BH tree code. Accordingly, the memory consumption of the global branch nodes
in every local hash table is minimised, which results in larger N -body simulations at
extreme scales. As a consequence the code scaling is improved. Moreover, a tight a-priori
estimation, the CSBE, for the local and global branch nodes is derived, achieving nearly
perfect coverage for homogeneous and inhomogeneous setups. For future developements
the novel VLD concept introduces a multitude of optimisation possibilities: Based on the
CSBE and the VLD concept the global data amount in the local hash table can be further
reduced. In combination with the Hilbert-curve, with a minimum of global communication
partners, as the appropriate basis, state of the art parallel N -body simulations can reach
remote targets.
Finally, the introduced VLD concept in conjunction with the hybrid traversal approach
[63] prepares the code for extreme-size N -body simulations at extreme-scales of current
and upcoming massively parallel supercomputing architectures.
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Source Code of Selected Algorithms
1 ! P a r t i a l keys
2 integer ∗8 : : ix , iy , i z
3
4 ! Degree o f quant i za t i on o f the space (=21)
5 integer ∗8 , parameter : : n l ev=nlev
6
7 ! The Morton−key on the curve Zˆ3 n l ev
8 integer ∗8 : : zkey
9
10 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
11 ! c on s t ruc t Morton−der ived key
12 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
13
14 ! For a l l r e f inement l e v e l s
15 do i =0, nlev−1
16 ! Appending Hi lber t−order to hkey
17 zkey = ior ( i sh ft ( zkey , 3) , 4 8 ∗ ib i t s ( i z , nlev−1 8−i , 1 8 ) &
18 + 2 8 ∗ ib i t s ( iy , nlev−1 8−i , 1 8 ) &
19 + 1 8 ∗ ib i t s ( ix , nlev−1 8−i , 1 8 ) )
20 end do
Listing A.1: Fortran90 : Morton-mapping from 3D to 1D. Generating Morton-derived keys
for a fixed degree of space quantization with the binary interleave operation.
1 ! P a r t i a l keys
2 integer ∗8 : : ix , iy , i z
3
4 ! Degree o f quant i za t i on o f the space (=21)
5 integer ∗8 , parameter : : n l ev=nlev
6
7 ! The Morton−key on the curve Zˆ3 n l ev
8 integer ∗8 : : zkey
9
10 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
11 ! Construct p a r t i a l keys
12 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
13
14 ! I nve r s e binary i n t e r l e a v i n g operat i on
15 do i =0, nlev−1
16 i z=ior ( i sh ft ( ib i t s ( zkey , 3∗ i , 3) , i ) , z )
17 i y=ior ( i sh ft ( ib i t s ( zkey , 3∗ i , 3) , i ) , y )
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18 i x=ior ( i sh ft ( ib i t s ( zkey , 3∗ i , 3) , i ) , x )
19 end do
20
21 ! Cut unneccessary b i t s
22 i z=ib i t s ( z , 0 , n lev )
23 i y=ib i t s (y , 0 , n lev )
24 i x=ib i t s (x , 0 , n lev )
Listing A.2: Fortran90 : Morton-mapping from 1D to 3D. Generating partial keys from any
Morton-derived key for a fixed degree of space quantization with the inverse binary interleave
operation.
1 ! Def ine the 1 s t order Hi lber t−curve ( i nv e r s e : f o r O(1) a c c e s s )
2 ! Equiva lent f o r a l l pa t t e rn s
3 integer ∗8 , parameter : : CI ( 0 : 7 ) = [ 0 , 1 , 3 , 2 , 7 , 6 , 4 , 5 ]
4
5 ! Def ine the Hi lber t−gene ( evolvement ru l e t ab l e f o r r o t a t i o n s and r e f l e c t i o n s )
6 ! Depends on the pattern and can be hard−coded implemented , i f a f i x ed pattern
7 ! i s s e l e c t e d
8 integer ∗8 , parameter : : G( 0 : 7 , 0 : 1 ) =
9 reshape ( [ 5 , 6 , 0 , 5 , 5 , 0 , 6 , 5 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 5 , 0 , 0 , 6 , 5 ] , shape (G) )
10
11 ! P a r t i a l keys
12 integer ∗8 : : ix , iy , i z
13
14 ! Degree o f quant i za t i on o f the space (=21)
15 integer ∗8 , parameter : : n l ev=nlev
16
17 ! The Hi lber t−key on the curve Hˆ3 n l ev
18 integer ∗8 : : hkey
19
20 ! Octant o f the Hi lber t−curve der ived by CI
21 ! The Morton−order b i t t r i p e l i s plugged in as index
22 integer ∗8 : : horder
23
24 ! Temporal v a r i a b l e s to save p a r t i a l keys
25 ! One va r i ab l e f o r change o f d i r e c t i o n s
26 integer ∗8 : : xtemp , ytemp , ztemp , change
27
28 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
29 ! Construct Hi lber t−der ived key
30 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
31
32 ! Copy , because con s t ru c t i on a l t e r s o r i g i n a l va lue s
33 xtemp = ix
34 ytemp = iy
35 ztemp = i z
36
37 ! For a l l r e f inement l e v e l s d e sp i t e o f the h ighest , con s t ruc t the octant
38 ! Attach i t to the Hi lber t−key
39 do i =0, nlev−2
40
41 ! Get Hi lber t−order
42 ! Gathering upper b i t s as in Morton−mapping and combine to binary number
43 ! Der ive the octant o f the Hi lber t−curve from th i s Morton−t r i p e l
44 horder = CI ( 4 8 ∗ ib i t s ( ztemp , nlev−1 8−i , 1 8 ) &
45 + 2 8 ∗ ib i t s ( ytemp , nlev−1 8−i , 1 8 ) &
46 + 1 8 ∗ ib i t s ( xtemp , nlev−1 8−i , 1 8 ) )
47
48 ! Appending Hi lber t−order to hkey
49 hkey = ior ( i sh ft ( hkey , 3) , horder )
50
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51 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
52 ! Transform coo rd ina t e s
53 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
54
55 ! Rotat ion : exchange cood inate s
56 select case (G( horder , 0 ) )
57 case (5 ) ! = 101 = CI ( zyx ) −−> change z and x
58 change = ztemp
59 ztemp = xtemp
60 xtemp = change
61 case (6 ) ! = 110 = CI ( zyx ) −−> change z and y
62 change = ztemp
63 ztemp = ytemp
64 ytemp = change
65 end select
66
67 ! R e f l e c t i o n s : r e v e r s e coo rd ina t e s
68 ! Thus Fortran 90 does not in c lude unsigned datatypes the h i ghe s t b i t must s e t to 0 ,
69 ! To ensure p o s i t i v e p a r t i a l keys
70 select case (G( horder , 1 ) )
71 case (5 ) ! = 101 = C( zyx ) −−> r e v e r s e z and x
72 ztemp = not ( ztemp )
73 ztemp = ibc lr ( ztemp , 6 3 )
74
75 xtemp = not ( xtemp)
76 xtemp = ibc lr ( xtemp , 6 3 )
77 case (6 ) ! = 110 = C( zyx ) −−> r e v e r s e z and y
78 ztemp = not ( ztemp )
79 ztemp = ibc lr ( ztemp , 6 3 )
80
81 ytemp = not ( ytemp)
82 ytemp = ibc lr ( ytemp , 6 3 )
83 end select
84 end do
85
86 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
87 ! For the h i ghe s t re f inement−l e v e l no coord inate t rans forms must be performed
88 ! Because a h igher l e v e l must not mapped on the curve
89 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
90
91 ! Get Hi lber t−order
92 ! Gathering upper b i t s as in Morton−mapping and combine to binary number
93 ! Der ive the octant o f the Hi lber t−curve out o f t h i s Morton t r i p e l
94 horder = CI ( 4 8 ∗ ib i t s ( ztemp ,0 8 , 1 8 ) &
95 + 2 8 ∗ ib i t s ( ytemp ,0 8 , 1 8 ) &
96 + 1 8 ∗ ib i t s ( xtemp ,0 8 , 1 8 ) )
97
98 ! Appending Hi lber t−order to hkey f o r h ih e s t l e v e l
99 hkey = ior ( i sh ft ( hkey , 3) , horder )
Listing A.3: Fortran90 : Hilbert-mapping from 3D to 1D. Generating Hilbert-derived keys
for a fixed degree of space quantization with the fast 3-dimensional Hilbert-mapping algorithm.
1 ! Def ine the 1 s t order Hi lber t−curve
2 ! Equiva lent f o r a l l pa t t e rn s
3 integer ∗8 , parameter : : C( 0 : 7 ) = [ 0 , 1 , 3 , 2 , 6 , 7 , 5 , 4 ]
4
5 ! Def ine the Hi lber t−gene ( evolvement ru l e t ab l e f o r r o t a t i o n s and mi r ro r ing s )
6 ! Depends on the pattern and can be hard−coded implemented i f the pattern i s f i x ed
7 integer ∗8 , parameter : : G( 0 : 7 , 0 : 1 ) =
8 reshape ( [ 5 , 6 , 0 , 5 , 5 , 0 , 6 , 5 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 5 , 0 , 0 , 6 , 5 ] , shape (G) )
9
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10 ! P a r t i a l keys
11 integer ∗8 : : ix , iy , i z
12
13 ! Degree o f quant i za t i on o f the space (=21)
14 integer ∗8 , parameter : : n l ev=nlev
15
16 ! The Hi lber t−key on the curve Hˆ3 n l ev
17 integer ∗8 : : hkey
18
19 ! Octant o f the Hi lber t−curve der ived by C
20 ! The Hi lber t−order b i t t r i p e l i s plugged in as index
21 integer ∗8 : : horder
22
23 ! One va r i ab l e f o r change o f d i r e c t i o n s
24 integer ∗8 : : change
25
26 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
27 ! c on s t ruc t p a r t i a l key
28 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
29
30 ! Gather lowest b i t s o f Hi lber t−der ived key
31 ! H i lber t−octant f o r the h i ghe s t re f inement l e v e l
32 horder=ib i t s ( hkey , 0 , 3 )
33
34 ! Put adequate b i t s in r ep e c t i v e p a r t i a l coo rd inate
35 i z=ib i t s (C( horder ) , 2 , 1 )
36 i y=ib i t s (C( horder ) , 1 , 1 )
37 i x=ib i t s (C( horder ) , 0 , 1 )
38
39 ! Resolve p a r t i a l keys f o r a l l r e f inement l e v e l s
40 ! Desp ite o f the h i ghe s t l e v e l
41 do i =1, nlev−1
42
43 ! H i lber t−octant f o r the i−th l e v e l
44 horder=ib i t s ( hkey ,3∗ i , 3 )
45
46 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
47 ! Transform coo rd ina t e s
48 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
49
50 ! R e f l e c t i o n s : r e v e r s e coo rd ina t e s
51 ! Keep track o f h igher b i t s , and r e s t o r e to zero
52 select case (G( horder , 1 ) )
53 case (5 ) ! = 101 = C( zyx ) −−> r e v e r s e z and x
54 x=iand (not ( i x ) ,2∗∗ ( i )−1)
55 z=iand (not ( i z ) ,2∗∗ ( i )−1)
56 case (6 ) ! = 110 = C( zyx ) −−> r e v e r s e z and y
57 y=iand (not ( i y ) ,2∗∗ ( i )−1)
58 z=iand (not ( i z ) ,2∗∗ ( i )−1)
59 end select
60
61 ! Rotat ion : exchange cood inate s
62 select case (G( horder , 0 ) )
63 case (5 ) ! = 101 = C( zyx ) −−> change z and x
64 change = i z
65 i z = ix
66 i x = change
67 case (6 ) ! = 110 = C( zyx ) −−> change z and y
68 change = i z
69 i z = iy
70 i y = change
71 end select
72
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73
74 ! Append back−transformed (”natura l ”) b i t s to p a r t i a l keys
75 i z=ior ( i sh ft ( ib i t s (C( horder ) , 2 , 1 ) , i ) , i z )
76 i y=ior ( i sh ft ( ib i t s (C( horder ) , 1 , 1 ) , i ) , i y )
77 i x=ior ( i sh ft ( ib i t s (C( horder ) , 0 , 1 ) , i ) , i x )
78
79 end do
80
81 ! Cut b i t s g r e a t e r than nlev−1
82 i z=ib i t s ( i z , 0 , n lev )
83 i y=ib i t s ( iy , 0 , n lev )
84 i x=ib i t s ( ix , 0 , n lev )
Listing A.4: Fortran90 : Hilbert-mapping from 1D to 3D. Generating partial keys out of the
Hilbert-derived key for a fixed degree of space quantization with the inverse fast 3-dimensional
Hilbert-mapping algorithm.
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